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But even with all of the reliance on digital resources,
there is still something about walking into a library that
lifts the heart and stills the soul.

Library Spaces, Library Faces
Gail K. Dickinson, 2013-14 AASL President

|

gdickins@odu.edu

A

s I write this (November 2013), I am heading to
Hartford, Connecticut, for A ASL’s 16th National
Conference and Exhibition. I will learn much from
the speakers’ presentations and concurrent sessions; I
will visit with old friends and meet new friends; and
I will look with envy and wonder at the new products
displayed at the vendor exhibition. I am not alone in
my anticipation. All across the country and, indeed,
the world, thousands of school librarians are making
their way to Hartford. “See you at conference?” was the
farewell greeting that ended many conversations in the
past days and weeks as the excitement grew.

4

about conferences seems to indicate that there is
something that draws librarians together—despite the
expenditure of precious time, money, and energy—to
meet face-to-face.

What’s a “Real” Library, Anyway?

In libraryland, as with other fields, professional
development is increasingly experienced online.
Conference calls and discussion threads take the place
of committee meetings. Social media allow for more
real-time conversations with friends from around the
country than face-to-face conversations with friends
next door. Catching up at conference is sometimes just
picking up the thread of a conversation started online
where we watch each other’s lives unfold through status
updates on Facebook and Instagram photos.

Some of the same conjecture can arise when
considering the value of virtual library spaces versus
traditional physical library facilities. That the granite
walls and marble halls of libraries are dissolving is
inarguable. Libraries are becoming flipped. Instead of
patrons coming to get resources to use at a later time
and place, libraries are now the means through which
patrons gather materials from a variety of sources—
many online—and then patrons use the library
to learn, collaborate, and create spaces with new
purposes. Makerspaces, those places where patrons
create vibrant resources that, in turn, can be shared,
are on the rise. Patrons sit at home, in corner cafes,
or anywhere they happen to be and explore the wealth
of resources available through their neighborhood
library.

All of this constant interaction makes one wonder
whether having face-to-face conferences makes
sense anymore. Our lives are spent online, and it is
logical to regard travel to conferences as yet another
vestige of a previous century, along with landline
phones, typed memos, and carbon copies. Yet the
anticipation bubbling through the social-media venues

But even with all of the reliance on digital resources,
there is still something about walking into a library
that lifts the heart and stills the soul. It’s not solely
the presence of books, although readers will always
find comfort in being surrounded with unread
books. I think it’s more about knowing that through
every computer screen, on every page in every book,
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and around every corner of every shelf, knowledge
awaits. Libraries have updated their furniture,
brightened their colors, and changed their shelving to
accommodate new formats, but libraries have remained
the physical foundations of learning communities.
Some administrators and tax payers in our schools
and communities have difficulty seeing the need
for physical spaces for libraries. They can’t see the
difference between their personal use of information
through their televisions or smartphones and the
limitless resources and services that libraries provide
to build strong communities. Some people draw the
conclusion that the information bouncing along those
airways and fiber-optic cables is sufficient to their
needs. Their perception that libraries function only
as repositories of print resources perhaps explains the
basis for their lack of support for libraries, but their
perspective remains ill-informed and illogical.
Those fighting to maintain support for library facilities
look back on the days of strong quantitative guidelines
with a sense of longing. If school libraries were still
required to have twelve books per student, the ability to
seat 10 percent of the student body simultaneously, and
a prescribed square footage, the fight would be easier,
some defenders claim. And yes, it probably would,
except that the above argument plays right into the
hands of those who would repurpose the library space
in schools. The use of virtual resources is increasing,
and access to digital collections outside the school days
is increasing at an astronomical pace. If the space is tied
to students’ and staff members’ sitting in the library
for the purpose of using materials that cannot leave the
room, then we will fight a losing battle.

librarian as teachers and students expect assistance
nearly 24–7 for whatever tasks they undertake. It is
ironic that the job has grown beyond the very walls that
we are trying to preserve.
A ASL has moved beyond quantitative guidelines
and standards. Those old rules of thumb governing
space and size were based almost solely on opinion
rather than on solid research. A ASL now offers
support that has much more solid value, such as the
guidelines, position statements, toolkits, and other
aids that demonstrate what school librarians should
be doing in the library. Check out eCOLLAB and the
wealth of resources that illustrate the modern school
library. Explore the latest developments to prove why
the school library is important to your school in School
Library Research.
No one—not A ASL, nor any other group, nor I as
president of this great organization—has a definitive
answer to what the modern school library facility
should look like. I don’t think that not having an
answer is a failing; instead, I think it is a strength. Our
primary focus isn’t on the collection or number of
chairs. Resources abound in and out of the library. The
librarian’s role, from our earliest history, has always
been to teach students where to find valid resources and
how to use them. School librarians teach students to
inquire, to draw conclusions, to share their knowledge,
and then to pursue greater knowledge (A ASL 2007).
The library as a physical facility has always been an open
door to learning, and, although what is beyond that
open door will change, the learning remains the same.
It’s not about libraries; it’s about learning.

The Role of A ASL
A ASL standards and guidelines provide both a
framework and a foundation to guide policies and
procedures in school libraries. Sometimes those
policies and procedures can be a moving target, as
research and tradition sometimes struggle to keep
up with innovation and entrepreneurship. The old
rules of school library facilities seating 10 percent of
the student body, having shelving for twelve books
per student, or maintaining space for a monstrous
circulation desk complete with bookdrop just don’t
make sense in today’s flexible learning commons.
School librarians may feel frustrated as they struggle to
provide the best learning space for students and the best
teaching spaces for learning. As the walls of the school
library have expanded, so has the job of the school

Gail K. Dickinson is president of the American Association of
School Librarians. She is associate dean for graduate studies and research
in the Darden College of Education at Old Dominion University in
Norfolk, Virginia, and has authored numerous articles on school library
programs and practice. She is also the editor-in-chief of Library Media
Connection magazine.

Work Cited:
American Association of School Librarians. 2007.
“Standards for the 21st-Century Learner.” <www.ala.org/
aasl/standards> (accessed December 22, 2013).
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Who wouldn’t want to empower their students in program
planning and see them become leaders within the space?

Think, Create, Share, and Grow in Your Library Space This Spring
Pam Harland

|

pam.librarian@gmail.com

S

chool librarians all over the country are looking
around at library spaces and wondering whether
some small changes could be made to improve student
learning, provide easier access to resources, and create
a more welcoming place for students and teachers. This
issue of KQ is all about different ways to adapt and use
physical and virtual library spaces. Spring is a wonderful
time to begin thinking about how a school library can
grow to meet the needs of its users. The process is about
changing the way you think about the services and
resources you provide. It’s about being OK with getting
out of your professional comfort zone to adapt to your
students’ needs. It’s about creating a student-centered
library space in any way you can.

AASL’s Library Spaces for 21st-Century Learners: A Planning Guide for
Creating New School Library Concepts focuses on employing userbased design strategies to plan school library spaces and
describes the process of gathering information, planning
a new space, creating a needs assessment, and adding
aesthetic components. If you are considering making a
major change in your library, this title is a must-have.
In this issue each author focuses on student learning and
student needs but from different perspectives. Whatever
kind of library you have, we encourage you to discover at
least one small thing you can do to improve your space or
your library program this spring. You don’t need to ask
permission to make this change or involve maintenance
in a major renovation. These changes could revolve
around improved flow, usability, who you work with, how
you interact with users, which resources you purchase,
6
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and the look and feel of the library space. What can you
do to help your users more effectively think, create, share,
and grow?
This issue is filled with information on makerspaces and
learning commons and opens with “Teen Experts Guide
Makerspace Makeover” by Colleen Graves, who shares
her learning commons transformation and how her Teen
Advisory Board helped her create makerspace workshops.
David Loertscher and Carol Koechlin share a preview of
their online article “Climbing to Excellence—Defining
Characteristics of Successful Learning Commons.” The
goal of the learning commons is to provide a single
centralized location for all users to get help on the
complex issues of teaching, researching, and being
a student or teacher today. A powerful theme in the
article is the authors’ view of the learning commons as a
bridge between school and the real world—a wonderfully
descriptive and accurate representation of what is
happening in successful learning commons today. The
full text of this fascinating article is available as an online
exclusive on the KQ website.
This year we’ve heard many whispers about creating quiet
spaces in the library. Thinking about the introverts
and extroverts when looking at the school library space
can effectively address the needs of the entire student
body. Ray Palin shares his techniques for creating quiet
spaces—without structural alterations—in the middle of
the collaboration, multimedia projects, and makerspace
workshops in an existing school library’s often noisy
learning environment.
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Heather Turner talks about enlisting student iStaff
members as a method of increasing student ownership
and investment in the school library program. Who
wouldn’t want to empower their students in program
planning and see them become leaders within the space?
Creedence Spreder and Matthew Lighthart work together
in a public library/school library shared space where the
mutual benefits of this partnership extend far beyond
the walls of their libraries as both programs have positive
impacts on their community.
In “From Drab to Fab” Jessica Gilcreast describes her
long-term efforts for changing an old, unfriendly library
into a new space for learning and discovery as she watches,
listens to, and learns from her teachers and students. She
also shares several clever ideas that could be introduced
immediately.
Lindsay Cesari fills her library with happy, healthy
students primed for academic success by “Arranging a
Library to Support Adolescent Development.”
Beth Ebenstein Mulch shares how she turned library
orientation into an audio and visual walking tour through
the use of iPads and augmented reality. Find out how she
and her student collaborators did it and what her new
students think of the orientation process now.
Sara Kelley-Mudie describes ways that a school librarian
can impact learners by embedding herself into classrooms
for teaching, making “library skills” part of everyday
learning and, at the same time, enhancing the usefulness
of quiet traditional library space valued by many students.
Sue Kowalski writes about her plans to support teachers
and learners during a year-long major renovation of the
entire school and to plan effectively for the new library
space. She also envisions ways that her iStaff student
volunteers can build on their successes and help with the
transition as they further develop their leadership skills.
This article is available as an online exclusive on the KQ
website.
Leslie Cartier discusses her successful efforts to create a
flexible learning commons for elementary students and
change students’ and teachers’ perceptions and use of the
school library. She shares how improving the physical
space led to transforming learning.
Ellen Lawrence encourages school librarians to “break out
of the library” as she describes how to strengthen library
programs by developing innovative and collaborative
partnerships and working with teachers and classes in
creative new ways that won’t strain the library budget.

Lucy Santos Green and Stephanie Jones guide school
librarians through the process of developing and
delivering online courses, an ideal delivery method for
instruction in digital literacy and information literacy.
This article is available as an online exclusive on the KQ
website.
If creation of virtual spaces intimidates you, Rebecca
Buerkett offers several easy-to-implement ideas for
creating a virtual library space to extend library
services outside of the school library walls. This article
is available as an online exclusive on the KQ website.
April is National Poetry Month, and in “Make Space
for Poetry” Wendy DeGroat teaches us to create a
poetry collection filled with varied voices that our
students will read and make connections with through
their own lives. This article is available as an online
exclusive on the KQ website.
Finally, Caitlin Ahearn melds the virtual and physical
spaces as she explains how to create instant access to
virtual resources through QR codes strategically placed
around the school library. She shares what she learned
from the experience and provides easy-to-follow
instructions for creating signs and shelf labels that
include QR codes.
School libraries are changing and growing this spring.
We imagine our students finding new information,
working together on DIY projects, and finding their
own comfortable spaces within their school library.
Creating library spaces where our students can think,
create, share, and grow is a realistic goal for all school
librarians.

Pam Harland is the school librarian at Sanborn Regional High
School in Kingston, New Hampshire. She serves as the president of the
New Hampshire School Library Media Association and is an adjunct
instructor at Plymouth State University, where she teaches in the
Library Media Specialist/Technolog y Integrator Certification program.
Follow her on Twitter @pamlibrarian and read about library spaces on
her blog <www.pamlibrarian.wordpress.com>.

Recommended Resource:
Harland, Pam. 2011. The Learning Commons: Seven Simple
Steps to Transform Your Library. Santa Barbara, CA:
Libraries Unlimited.
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FEATURE

Colleen Graves
gravesn@lisd.net

E

nvision a middle school library
where teens congregate after
school, excited—even at the end
of the school year—about creating
and making something they’ve
never tried to do before. Hear the
chatter of excited voices asking
the school librarian what the
next “Mayker Monday” workshop
will be. Picture students among
the stacks, clustered around pine
tables, busy building and creating.
Instead of constructing yet another
paper football, they are, in fact,
collaborating on how to build their
own app. Imagine students getting
excited about creative technologies
and engineering and hoping to one
day attend MIT.

That’s the power of a makerspace in
a school library.

8
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What Is a Makerspace?

Why Is One Needed?

Put simply: A makerspace is a
place where makers can envision a
project, find an expert, and create
something. Libraries have always
held programming during which
patrons were able to come in and
create. The only difference is that
a makerspace encourages problemsolving skills and connects with
the greater community for expert
ideas. Our makerspace is available
for our students every day, so they
can create and play with innovative
technology daily. We’ve focused our
makerspace on inventive electronics,
robots, circuit bending, duct tape,
and even cooking.

In our world students need creativethinking and problem-solving
skills so they can be prepared to
enter the job market after college.
A makerspace project is intended
to teach students how to think for
themselves and problem solve and
to get students interested in getting
a job in technology, science, or
engineering.

In a makerspace, kids can create
bristlebots out of toothbrushes and
pager batteries, use a Makey Makey
kit to assemble a banana piano, or
learn how to write a successful blog.
The possibilities are endless, and
you need a panel of teen experts to
guide your planning if you want the
makerspace to be successful.

We want our students to develop
problem-solving skills and become
engaged with making technology,
not just using it. By taking things
a step further and becoming a
maker, creator, innovator, and
inventor, they can take ownership
of the innovative technology that
surrounds them. The school
library should be seen as a place
to create, build, and craft their
own ideas while engaging with the
community—not as just another
dusty bookshelf. In a global
economy with so much competition
overseas for jobs in technology, a
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Figure 1. Teen-designed space.

Credit: Photo by Colleen Graves

THE SCHOOL LIBRARY SHOULD BE SEEN AS A PLACE TO CREATE,
BUILD, AND CRAFT THEIR OWN IDEAS WHILE ENGAGING WITH THE
COMMUNITY—NOT AS JUST ANOTHER DUSTY BOOKSHELF.
makerspace helps students feel
encouraged and equipped to begin
a career in technology. To facilitate
students’ developing curiosity about
the world around them, educators,
including school librarians, must
encourage students to see themselves
as curators of their own learning.
Furthermore, the space isn’t just a
place to play Minecraft; it is a place
where teens contribute to a learning
community and become involved in
a practical experience.

How Did I Get Started?
Last summer I transformed our
school library into a learning
commons, and the results of the
shift were phenomenal. Adding
color, new furniture, and a
welcoming atmosphere got the
students in the door. Every morning
the library was full with sixty to one
hundred students who wanted to
read, study, or work on collaborative
projects. However, to keep kids
coming through the door, I knew
I needed to institute some creative
programming.
I had a small conference room
behind circulation that was used
only on random days for testing.
This seemed like the perfect place
for collaboration. I set up a Teen
10 Knowledge Quest
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Advisory Board (TAB) and had the
students help me pick furniture and
design the space with the guiding
idea that the furniture should be
lightweight, moveable pieces like
floor rockers and stools. We have
two trapezoidal tables that can be
separated or placed together to make
a larger collaborative space (see
figure 1). The teens helped me paint
the tables with chalkboard paint and
planned where to place furniture
so that it could be moved easily.
Just letting students paint got them
excited about the space. I’m not
sure anyone had ever let them paint
anything before! While this space is
too small to host maker workshops
(we use the main library for those)
students use the makerspace during
the day to read, make videos, or
collaborate on other projects. For
inspiration, magazine binders
contain instructions for various
maker projects; these binders are
displayed in rain gutters on the wall.
After ALA Midwinter 2012 I
began to read e-mails (posted
via an ALA online discussion)
about “Mayker Mondays,” and my
TAB and I decided to institute
workshops for students. This simple
idea—envisioned by a number of
school librarians—was to host maker
projects every Monday in May. It

was late April, and most teens at
middle school where so ready for
summer. Be that as it may, the day
we talked about makerspaces and
workshops, my TAB was brimming
with enthusiasm. I explained what
a makerspace was, and we began to
browse a Google doc list of ideas
started by PC Sweeney. My kids
couldn’t believe all the cool ideas we
found in the doc, and right away we
started planning Mayker Mondays.
We made a list of ideas that the TAB
members were enthusiastic about.
They wanted to make LED throwies
at Christmas time; they thought it
would be fun to make Lego scenes
and film them; and they were stoked
about the possibilities of making
their own apps.
The key to successful workshops
was letting the teens choose
what workshops we would hold. I
thought getting donated toys and
making Frankentoys would be
really enjoyable, but the kids were
more interested in blogging and
Minecraft. Each member of our
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TAB had a hand in designing the
space, choosing the workshops,
promoting each event, and leading
a Mayker Monday event (see figure 2
for examples).
We decided to end the
year strongly and hold a
makerspace event every
Monday for the month of
May (see figure 2). For the
upcoming school year, we
are going to hold one or
two workshops a month,
and teens will still lead the
workshop or be in charge
of finding a community
expert to coteach. The
workshops last only one
hour and are done directly
after school. Most of my time
creating workshop ideas was spent
during our TAB meetings since the
students were the ones in charge.

Workshop Ideas
Our workshops started out with
minimal to no cost for the library.
The teens decided we’d introduce
Mayker Mondays with duct tape
projects because duct tape is so
popular. Each student brought a
roll of duct tape, and we crafted
presents for Mother’s Day. The first
workshop was a mix of girls and boys
who were enthusiastic about making
different objects out of duct tape
(see figure 3). Each TAB member
printed instructions for a project
he or she could help other students
assemble. The students at the novice
level made bookmarks, and students
who were already duct tape experts
designed wallets. Students who
couldn’t make the workshop came to
the library the next day to pick up
how-to instructions.
The next week, our resident blogger
taught interested students how to
start and make their own blogs. She
led students through choices of
sites for blogging and explained the

THE LIBRARY IS EXCITED TO PRESENT MAYKER MONDAYS!
COME TO THE LIBRARY AFTER SCHOOL ON MONDAYS IN MAY TO
PARTICIPATE IN OUR DO IT YOURSELF WORKSHOPS.
MONDAY, MAY 6TH
Duct Tape Projects
MONDAY, MAY 13TH
Learn how to make your own Blog
MONDAY, MAY 20TH
Participate in our Minecraft Workshop
MONDAY, MAY 27TH
Make your own App
MONDAY, JUNE 3RD
Crafty Cooking

ALL WORKSHOPS ARE FREE TO PARTICIPATE!

Figure 2. Publicity for the first set of workshops.

difference between microblogging/
fandom blogs like Tumblr and
personal or media blogs best
supported by Blogger and Edublogs.
She explained how to keep readers
interested and the importance of
posting frequently. Her “Blogger
Figure 3. Zeni shows off her leadership capabilities.
Credit: Photo by Colleen Graves
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Expo” was shared via Google docs,
and all of the teens who created
blogs linked their newly hatched
blogs on this doc. One sixth-grade
leader raved, “It was fun because we
could collaborate and become blog
buddies. It also felt awesome to be a
teacher because I was the expert!”
Our biggest event was our Minecraft
workshop (see figure 4). We had
one expert from our school and two
outside experts in attendance, one
of whom was a friend who actually
works for a gaming company. The
leaders demonstrated some of their
amazing feats in Minecraft and gave
students tips on codes they could
use to build underground worlds,
bombs, and indulge in all manner
of Minecraft mania. After this
workshop, kids asked if we could
have a Minecraft workshop every
week!

Students as Leaders
Having students as workshop leaders
(see figure 4) was an integral part of
the success of our makerspace events.
One big benefit was that, if I didn’t
know anything about the activity, I
could rely on my student helpers
to lead others or to know somebody
who could. For instance, I know next

to nothing about Minecraft, and,
actually, none of my TAB members
did either, so we recruited a student
expert on campus along with a high
school student who spent hours on
the game. Our own student expert
created Minecraft workshop flyers
and hung them all over campus. His
teachers came to the library and
asked me if that student was really
leading a workshop. They were
surprised he had volunteered to lead
others because normally he is quiet
and reserved. His mother was also
surprised and excited to see him
taking a leadership role. As a school
librarian, I was seeing a totally
different side of this student and
was able to help instill confidence in
this young man. Concurrently, he
felt ownership in the library and felt
like it was not only a safe place, but
also a place where he could grow.

I also think expanding on our
previous workshops will help kids
sustain interest in these new ideas.
Maybe we can hold another blog
workshop to see how our students
are doing with their blogs or spend
a month or two actually making
an app we can post on iTunes and
Google Play!

What’s Next?

Expanding Our Influence

With the assistance of grant money,
the library makerspace workshops
being planned as I write this will
include electronics and a variety
of other tools to entice students
into tinkering with technology
and to encourage students to join
the do-it-yourself movement. Our
counseling office is helping us

A school library already provides a
safe place for our students. Creating
a makerspace adds a nurturing,
positive environment that
encourages creation, questioning,
and thinking.
Involving students
in the redesign and

partner with community experts
by corresponding with our district
career center and employing guest
speakers to lead activities with our
students. We are also speaking with
community experts at Motorola and
IBM about leading our students
through maker workshops; these
workshops will allow the school
library to provide access to training
and tools and will give all students
the opportunity to develop skills
with technology.

AT OUR SCHOOL, STUDENTS
NOW SEE THE LIBRARY AS
A PLACE WHERE THEY NOT
ONLY BELONG, BUT A PLACE
WHERE THEY CAN BECOME A
CUTTING-EDGE LEADER.
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Figure 4. Minecraft Mania in the library.
Credit: Photo by Colleen Graves
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workshops encourages the process
of creative collaboration. Plus,
their sense of ownership creates
a bustling library that can be the
heart of a school’s community of
learners. One teen exclaimed,
“Makerspace workshops were fun
because I could hang out with my
friends and make stuff.” I strongly
recommend allowing students
to guide a library’s redesign
and workshops. Overall, being
positive, flexible, and willing to
experiment leads to stakeholders’
adopting a transformative view
of what was once seen only as a
place for books. At our school,
students now see the library as a
place where they not only belong,
but a place where they can become
a cutting-edge leader. When the
library becomes a space to tinker
with inventive ideas and dabble
with technology and electronics,
it becomes not only a place to
learn, but also a place to create.

Colleen Graves
is school librarian
at Lamar Middle
School in Flower
Mound, Texas. Her
recent awards include the Texas Library
Association Vivian Greenfield Education
Award (2011), ALSC’s Bound to Stay Bound
Books Scholarship (2011), and a Lewisville
Education Foundation Grant for “Apps and
Adapts” (2013), a grant that allowed her
to buy apps and accessories for the school
library’s iPads used in the learning commons
she created by transforming a thirty-year-old
traditional library space. She blogs at <www.
colleengraves.podbean.com> and is active as
a leader of professional development sessions
in her district (Lewisville ISD) and beyond.
Her article “Learning Commons on a Dime”
was recently published in School Library
Monthly.
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O

ver the years we have asked our
readers and colleagues to join
us in creative and flexible thinking
exercises to help reinvent or
re-energize the work that needs to
be done in school libraries. Flipping
current ideas about libraries and
learning helps to create fresh vision
from new perspectives. Our work
to conceptualize a school library
responsive to client needs and global
changes erupted from this exercise
nearly six years ago. We started not
with the space or program but with
the users’ needs and then tried to
figure out what the organization had
to do to get the desired results.

Why the name “learning
commons”? It became clear that the
focus of the transformed traditional
school library should be on learning
in its many manifestations, whether
formal or informal, and the word
“commons” should reflect a shift
from a top-down organizational
structure to the flat networked
world in which the clients, both
teachers and students, considered
themselves to be in command
of their information access and
learning. Then as we confronted
the future, would a physical space
in the school known as the learning
commons still be needed? Would it
be only a virtual space? We opted for
both, led by a very different kind of
professional.
What is a Learning Commons?
A Learning Commons is a
common or shared space that
is both physical and virtual. It
is designed to move students
beyond mere research, practice,
and group work to a greater
level of engagement through
exploration, experimentation,
and collaboration. A Learning
Commons is more than a
room or a website. A Learning
Commons allows users to
create their own environments
to improve learning. A
Learning Commons is about
changing school culture, and

transforming the way teaching
and learning occur (Loertscher,
Koechlin, and Rosenfeld 2012).
We have proposed that the learning
commons serve a unique purpose
in the school as a bridge between
educational philosophy being
practiced and the real world. As
such, the learning commons serves
school curriculum but is also
known as a place for experimenting,
playing, making, doing, thinking,
collaborating, and growing.
We have been travelling along on
this journey from school library
and computer lab to a schoolwide learning commons for a few
years now. During that time many
exciting transformations yielded
both challenges and rewards. Time
to take stock of where we have been
and reflect on where we want to go!
The learning commons is always
in a beta state on the climb to
excellence. Although this journey
has no clear destination point
or end, the process should have
defining characteristics we can use
to consider progress and set goals
for improvement. How will we
identify these special distinctive
features that reap the best results?
We must examine the kinds of
spaces that lend themselves to the
participatory learning we seek
in the learning commons. We
need to review the best learning
experiences and backtrack to try to
uncover the possible elements that
lead to success. We must analyze
the qualities and skills of the
professionals leading this work. And,
finally, we must try to capture the
dynamics that seem to drive the best
results; what are the characteristics
that define a successful learning
commons?
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Looking for
Peace and Quiet
Ray Palin

|

ray.palin@gmail.com

Much has been written about the advantages
associated with the learning commons model
of library design. Less has been written about
its drawbacks. The open, technology-rich, and
collaborative atmosphere of a commons nicely
supports teaching, group work, and digital
communication. Yet, for some tasks and for some
students, the commons atmosphere might also
limit the library’s usefulness.
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For tasks requiring concentration,
such as reading and problem
solving, the social and active nature
of a learning commons could be
distracting. And for the more
introverted student, a loud and
busy room might seem uninviting.
For these reasons, library design
should take into consideration
different types of work and different
personality types. In a learning
commons, therefore, space and
resources should be organized
and managed in ways that meet
21st-century learning needs but also
ensure fairness and service to all
students.
Library architects, along with
knowledgeable educators guided
by best practices, can design new
libraries that effectively serve
the school and the total student
body. By working from a clear
vision and with carefully crafted
plans, designers can achieve
openness while also including
smaller, quieter spaces suitable for
individual work. When designing
the library within a new high school
in Henrico County, Virginia, for
example, school and district-level
librarians balanced instructional,
social, and technology space with
“smaller, different environments,”
such as reading areas and a
workroom, “so that there would be
options for all students’ needs...”
(Martin, Westmoreland, and
Branyon 2011). Their full list of
design considerations, which were
abundant and included spaces for
exercise bikes and gaming, points
out the opportunities present when
building an entirely new library
facility.
However, for librarians in older
schools like my own, more limited
design options might be the
reality. Many older school libraries
are small and usually have too
much permanent shelving and
too few electrical outlets. Simply

retrofitting these rooms with tables
and equipment like SMART Boards
and computers can be difficult. In
these situations, where a school
library’s redesign potential is largely
determined by permanent aspects of
the original floor plan, librarians
are forced to think creatively when
developing a learning commons.
Inadequate physical space and
other limitations like money
might also necessitate multiple
reorganization efforts to finally
arrive at a room useful to the entire
school community. The ultimate
configuration and operation of the
learning commons, while reflecting
the local building and local
budget, will also reflect the school
librarian’s goals. In my learning
commons, as a result of an increased
focus on students who do their best
work quietly and alone, my primary
goal is to create and maintain a
culture of widespread productivity
and learning by establishing a
balanced environment where
various types of academic work are
supported equally.

Focus on Balance
My interest in creating a balanced
learning commons environment
increased after reading Susan Cain’s
book Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a
World That Can’t Stop Talking (see figure
1). In the book, Cain says, “We also
need to create settings in which
people are free to … disappear
into their private workspaces when
they want to focus….” (2012, 93).
Lamenting what she calls the
“Extrovert Ideal,” the belief that the
ideal self is gregarious, alpha, and
works well in teams (2012, 4), Cain
goes on to list notable introverts
like Theodor Geisel and Apple
cofounder Steve Wozniak who
“need extra quiet … to do their best
work” (2012, 93). By citing several
studies on work environments and
productivity (2012, 79–92), Cain
dispels the notion that collaboration

is always “the key multiplier for
success” (2012, 78). She points out
that if “one third to one half of
Americans are introverts,” (2012,
3) then it might be time to rethink
design ideas like classroom learning
pods and open-plan offices in the
workplace (2012, 76, 84).
Quiet and more private workspaces
have been on the minds of librarians
for a long time. Even before the
clicking of computer keyboards,
the beeping of cell phones, and the
chatting in collaborative commons,
librarians evaluated the climate
of their rooms. A review of the
professional literature on the topics
library “noise” and “quiet” within
the database Library, Information
Science & Technolog y Abstracts reveals,
however, that interest in the topic
has noticeably increased during the
past ten years, particularly among
public and academic librarians, and
seemingly in response to the rise of
the learning commons. While most
of these articles express concern
over the issue of loudness and
Figure 1. Book by proponent of individual
workspaces such as those at this author’s
school library.
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changing user behavior, in some
cases there are outright objections
to the new social atmosphere. One
librarian at Hofstra University’s
Axinn Library, for example, claimed
that “in the new Commons we have
either pushed away or pushed out
library users so that libraries can
become social centers” (Caniano
2010). Another writer put it this
way: “The problem is that the social
model undermines … quiet, serious
study” (Gayton 2008).
Unlike these critics, I fully embrace
the idea of the social learning
commons (see figure 2). Despite
my heightened interest in quiet
work environments, I accept noise
and activity as an essential part
of a modern school library. In
fact, at conferences and in writing
(<http://goo.gl/zr3mq> and <http://
goo.gl/43vEn>), I have applauded
bold library reinvention and
advocated for increased openness,
information sharing, technology,
and group work. David Loertscher,

Carol Koechlin, and Sandi Zwaan
have emphasized that the learning
commons was “an extension of the
various classrooms in the school;
a place everyone owns, works, and
collaborates in a collegial social
environment” (2008, 7). In my view,
if it were anything less, education
would suffer. Yet, if the learning
commons were all there were, a
complete and productive library
culture would be lost.
Finding a middle ground
between social and individual
work environments within my
library required making small but
numerous changes. Ideas for change
mostly came from features seen in
other libraries or from the ideas
of other librarians. Physical space
constraints required that some
ideas be compromised, along with
some existing features of my library.
For example, reducing desktop
computing and adjusting some parts
of the room that had previously
served a different function were

necessary. In the end, while not
revolutionary, modifications
made to my learning commons
significantly increased alternatives
for students seeking more isolation
and less noise.

Reducing Distractions
With the assistance of architects
and sound professionals, or simply
on their own through problem
solving, librarians have developed a
variety of strategies to reduce noise
disturbances and visual distractions.
Some common strategies, which
have guided my efforts in my
learning commons, include
masking sound, buffering sound,
zoning activity (see figure 2), and
controlling traffic flow.
Overcoming noise with other
sounds such as white noise or
environmental soundscapes, a
technique typically called masking,
has been used successfully in
a variety of libraries. Indeed,

Left: Figure 2. Secluded chair out of the main traffic pattern. // Right: Figure 3. Library as an extension of the classroom.
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according to surveys designed to
evaluate acoustics within large
academic libraries, the technique
can change perceptions of overall
noise levels and make loud spaces
actually seem most quiet (Wroblaski
2010). Unlike sophisticated masking
systems in which centralized sound
equipment delivers continuous
background noise to targeted areas
of a building through speakers
installed in or above ceilings, the
noise masking in my library is
accomplished inexpensively through
a small speaker and MP3 player
located atop a bookshelf. Inside a
small alcove off the main floor of
the learning commons, my system
plays sounds of rain or soft classical
music. This background sound
remains isolated but does much
to mask noise emanating from the
center of the room.
Significantly, another soundmasking method was recently
introduced to my library. As a
result of a recent administrative
decision, study hall students may
now use personal iPods and MP3
players. While students’ music is
usually louder and less soothing
than a rainstorm, it nonetheless can
block out the library’s extraneous
noise. Further, according to
a Cornell University facility
planning publication “Noise in
the Office Workplace” (Maxwell
n.d.), “Distraction is more likely

when workers do not have control
of the noise source and it is
unpredictable.” Peace and quiet, it
seems, can have different volume
levels and take different forms.
Without a widespread masking
system in place, noise in open
libraries can seem inescapable.
Sounds from conversations,
instructions, and equipment like
copiers can reverberate, surround
patrons, and quickly become
bothersome. Even when students
and teachers consciously lower
volume levels, some other students
may still find the room too loud. I
know that in my school at least a
few study hall students in different
periods have avoided the library
entirely, preferring to stay in class
where it was reliably more quiet
and more suitable for reading and
studying.

Library Spaces for 21st-Century Learners:
A Planning Guide for Creating New
School Library Concepts
by Margaret Sullivan
Library Spaces for 21st-Century Learners:
A Planning Guide for Creating New
School Library Concepts focuses on
planning contemporary school library
spaces with user-based design strategies.
The book walks school librarians and
administrators through the process of
gathering information from students
and other stakeholders involved in
planning a resource-rich learning space.
Information includes how to create needs
assessment documents that compliment
AASL’s Empowering Learners: Guidelines
for School Library Programs. Suggestions
for adding meaningful aesthetic
components and colorful renderings of

Creating Havens

sample environments are also provided.

In an effort to make concentration
in the school library easier, an
area for silent study was created in
a part of the room farthest away
from the entrance (see figure 3).
In a small room that had originally
housed library equipment and,
more recently, paperback fiction,
a few students can now seek
isolation from noise and activity.
After consolidating books along
one wall, adding a windowed

For more information and to order,
visit <www.ala.org/aasl/publicationsjournals/books-products>.

Finding a middle
ground between
social and
individual work
environments within
my library required
making small but
numerous changes.
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Top Left: Figure 4. Separate and “silent.”
Right:Figure 5. Increased mobility with Chromebooks.
Bottom Left: Figure 6. A “Walden Zone.”

door, countertop space, and
bankers’ lights to achieve a studious
atmosphere, the space acquired a
new visual and acoustic character.
While sound continues to seep in
and the room falls short of being
one of Susan Cain’s recommended
“private workspaces,” this silent zone
might still be viewed as a haven by
some students. The room remains
easily accessible for book browsing.
However, its other purpose is now
clearly identified by a sign: “Silent
Study: No Talking, No Noise, No
Exceptions.”
Also available for individual
workspace are several chairs
and mobile carts that have been
scattered in between and around
the library’s bookshelves. As a
result of a recent decision to forego
desktop replacements and instead
purchase Chromebooks, student
and computer work areas have
20 Knowledge Quest
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become increasingly decentralized.
Rather than having to work among
many other students at a bank of
hard-wired computers, students are
now free to move about the learning
commons and work wirelessly in
a more comfortable location (see
figure 4).
Substituting Chromebooks
for desktops has also created
opportunities for students to
complete different types of work
on the old computer furniture.
Free of cables, keyboards, towers,
and monitors, these old tables
and chairs can now be used as
spacious places to read and write.
My learning commons now offers
more flexibility and an increased
element of personal space within a
shared space. This idea, covered at a
2012 Library Journal Design Institute
and described as “alone in a crowd,
together in privacy,” derives from

space that “theoretically holds
multiple people, but in practice is
used by only one person” (Schwartz
2012).
Some librarians have designed
new student spaces by redesigning
their book collection. After
surveying students about library
climate, where “she saw about a
50/50 split between those who
thought we should be less strict
about noise and those who thought
the library was too noisy,” Kathy
Pearce, librarian at Oyster River
High School, in Durham, New
Hampshire, capitalized on her
“Dewey Lite” reorganization to better
serve both groups of respondents
(Pearce 2013b). According to Pearce
(2013a) in a document produced for
the 2013 New Hampshire School
Librarians Media Association’s
Annual Conference, “ ‘Dewey
Lite’ is a system that combines the
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thematic feel of the bookstore
model,… retains the exact location
attributes of DDC [Dewey Decimal
Classification],...” and results in
“smaller spaces for individual or
small group work...” and “a quieter,
less trafficked location for fiction.”
Pearce and her staff are “working
on creating ‘alcoves’ where single
tables, a study carrel, or a comfy
chair or two will provide a bit more
separation from the main part of
the room” (Pearce 2013b).

Establishing a “Walden Zone”
A complete separation from the
learning commons was my aim
when, in my most recent redesign
efforts, I decided to open up the
school library to the outdoors.
Now, once the snow has melted and
the mud is dry, students can use a
handful of patio chairs located in
a grassy area outside the building
(see figure 5). Accessed through a
side door to the school library and
visible from inside the library, this
area is a computer-free zone where
reading is the predominant activity.
Although students may listen to
iPods, the area resembles the
digitally disconnected “Walden
Zones” proposed by William Powers
in his 2010 book Hamlet’s Blackberry:
A Practical Philosophy for Building a
Good Life in the Digital Age. On warm
days, by offering fresh air and
sunshine, the outdoor library can
be a popular place. By eliminating
computer screens and, as Powers
recommends, “shutting off the flow
of information,” it also provides
another alternative to a bustling
learning commons (Powers 2010,
228).

Doing Our Best in Our
Situations
The changes made to my school
library, which were completed over
time, represent what can be done
in my local situation and at a very
modest cost. In a different setting, I
might have done things differently.
Some of my changes have been
more effective than others. For
example, some days the silent room
is not silent. Faculty and students
sometimes request the room for
the purpose of making recordings
or conducting interviews. While
fulfilling these needs can send
mixed signals about the room, this
type of compromise is frequently
necessitated by library limitations.
As school librarians know, serving
a school full of individuals means
meeting a host of different needs.
That’s our job. And that’s why I set
out to make my learning commons
more useful to everyone.
Ray Palin is school
librarian at Sunapee
Middle High School
in Sunapee, New
Hampshire. In 2013 he
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One Tool digital humanities institute at the Roy
Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media
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has reviewed books for Library Journal
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School Library Media Association. He blogs
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2014 FALL FORUM

School Librarians in the Anytime Anywhere Learning Landscape
is an exciting opportunity for school librarians to learn how to best

SUPPORT THEIR COMMUNITIES while taking a PROMINENT
LEADERSHIP ROLE in NAVIGATING A NEW FRONTIER.
Much like a GPS helps you locate and find your way through an
ever increasingly complex landscape, the school librarian locates
and leads blended learning activities that will accompany students
beyond the school library program. Whether you call it digital
learning, blended learning, extended learning, expanded learning,
or 24/7 learning school librarians can lead the way in this new
frontier as educators navigate the tools, activities, and materials
to ensure learning.
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PARTICIPANTS
IN THIS 2-DAY
INTENSIVE
WORKSHOP WILL:
_______________________
Describe the
learning landscape

........................................................
To register or for more information on Fall Forum speakers
and Satellite Sites, visit WWW.ALA.ORG/AASL/FALLFORUM

............................
Identify the role of the school
librarian and school library
program in the landscape

...............................
Explore tools and resources
to help school librarians guide
anytime anywhere activies

DAVID WARLICK
Recently named one of the ten most influential people in
educational technology by Technology & Learning Magazine,
AASL Fall Forum keynote speaker David Warlick has authored
several books, published many articles, and spoken to audiences
throughout the world about instructional technology and
contemporary literacy. His unique voice and message combine a

...............................

wide range of experiences, as a young entrepreneur, classroom

Develop action plans for
creating anytime anywhere
opportunities through the
school library program

education consultant, and technology

_____________________________

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Located in central St. Louis County the
Hilton St. Louis Frontenac hotel offers
many on-site services, including a French
bistro-style restaurant and bar and grille.
Guests also have easy access to the city
center and a variety of St. Louis attractions,
as well as luxury shopping, dining, and
entertainment at Plaza Frontenac.

teacher, district administrator, state-level
programmer. What makes David Warlick
a highly effective and sought-after
speaker is that, at heart, he is a
teacher with a contagious passion
and enthusiasm for helping people
discover a brand new world of
teaching and learning.

Montgomery, Alabama

Alabama State University
Atlanta, Georgia

The Lovett School
Johnston, Iowa

Heartland AEA II
Greensboro, North Carolina
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The AASL Fall Forum is an intimate
event that focuses on one topic of
importance to the profession for
concentrated study and discussion.

South Texas Independent
School District

Simultaneous to the on-site institute, AASL is extending the
reach of this unique professional development opportunity
to nine regional satellite sites, which will join via a live
broadcast. Attendees will participate in breakout sessions
with the help of site facilitators and have the ability to
virtually interact with the keynote, speakers, and attendees
at the St. Louis location.

Richardson, Texas

..................................................... . . .

Norfolk, Virginia

Visit us at www.ala.org/aasl/fallforum
to learn more about the 2014
Fall Forum Satellite Sites!

University of North
Carolina at Greensboro
Clear Lake, Texas

University of HoustonClear Lake
Mercedes, Texas

Region 10 Education
Service Center
Old Dominion University
Vancouver, Washington

Bates Center for
Educational Leadership

St. Louis, Missouri

Hilton St. Louis
Frontenac Hotel

...................

AASL 2014 FALL FORUM
OCTOBER 17-18, 2014

REGISTRATION (select one) [required]:

*

COMMUNICATION PREFERENCES
September 18October 10*
$329
$592
$379
$444

q AASL will be providing Fall Forum sponsors with
attendee contact information prior to the institute
so that they may reach out to already existing
customers as well as send promotional offers to
attendees. If you do not wish to share your information with sponsors, please check this box. 

After October 10 only on-site registrations will be accepted.
Contact AASL for additional information.

** If you selected the “PLUS” registration please fill in the additional
registration information. PLUS attendee includes an AASL member’s
administrator, technology/curriculum specialist, or AASL student
member. Only one “PLUS” registrant can attend per AASL member.

q AASL will be including a roster of attendees to
participants at each site, which will include name,
institution, and e-mail address. If you do not wish
to be included in the roster, please check this box.


F OR M

Before
September 17
$289
q AASL Member
q AASL Member PLUS** $520
$339
q ALA Member
q Non-Member
$404

RE GIST RAT ION
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LOCATION (select one) [required]:
q Main Site (St. Louis, MO)
q Alabama (Alabama State University - Montgomery)
q Georgia (The Lovett School - Atlanta)
q Iowa (Heartland AEA II - Johnston)
q North Carolina (University of North Carolina - Greensboro)
q Texas (University of Houston - Clear Lake)
q Texas (South Texas Independent School District - Mercedes)
q Texas (Region 10 Education Service Center - Richardson)
q Virginia (Old Dominion University - Norfolk)
q Washington (Bates Center for Educational Leadership - Vancouver)

1

ONLINE:

2

BY FAX:

(312) 280-1538

www.ala.org/aasl/fallforum
		
		

3

th payment to:

form wi
MAIL: Send your registrationol Librarians
Scho
American Association of
n
tio
tra
gis
Re
Attention:
icago, IL 60611
50 East Huron Street, Ch

.. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . ..

Space is limited–be sure to register early. AASL will continue to accept
registration forms until the Fall Forum dates, based on availability. The
registration form is designed for one registrant. Please photocopy for additional
registrants. Payment must accompany the form in order to be processed.
Membership discounts are based on personal memberships. If your membership
cannot be verified by AASL, you will be charged the non-member fee.

To join and save, you must
submit a membership form prior
to registering. Membership
information can be found at
www.ala.org/aasl/join.
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REGISTRANT INFORMATION
ALA Membership #: ____________________________________________________________
First Name: __________________________________________________________________
Last Name: __________________________________________________________________
Company/School: _____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________
(select one) q Home q Work
City: _______________________________________ State: ______ Zip: _________________
Telephone (_______)________________ Email: _____________________________________

PLUS Registrant Information
(Only fill out if you’ve selected the “AASL Member PLUS” registration option.)
First Name: __________________________________________________________________
Last Name: __________________________________________________________________
Company/School: _____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________
(select one) q Home q Work

POSITION TITLE [required]:
q Elementary Librarian
q Middle School Librarian
q High School Librarian
q District Level
q State Level
q Educator
q Other
______________________
_______________________

POSITION TITLE [required]:
q Administrator

(School Principal/Assistant
Principal/Superintendent)

q Technology/Curriculum

Specialist

q AASL Student Member

R E G I S T R AT I O N F O R M

City: _____________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Telephone (_______)________________ Email: ________________________________

PAYMENT INFORMATION

CANCELLATION POLICY

q Check # __________ (payable to the American Association of School Librarians)
q Purchase Order–MAIL ONLY. Purchase Orders only accepted as a form of

payment if a copy of the purchase order is included with the registration form.

Contact Name: _______________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ E-mail: ___________________________
q Credit Card

q Visa

q MasterCard

q American Express

Card #: ________________________________ Exp Date: ____________________
Name on card: ________________________________________________________

Written cancellations for AASL Fall Forum
must be postmarked by September 17,
2014. Cancellations received before
September 17, 2014, will be charged a
$25 handling fee. AASL will not issue a
refund after September 17, 2014. Refunds
will be processed 4-6 weeks from date of
cancellation request. AASL programs are
offered on a cost recovery basis. AASL
reserves the right to cancel any part of
the AASL Fall Forum if there is insufficient
registration or other reasons. Neither ALA
nor AASL is responsible for cancellation
charges assessed by airlines or travel
agencies, or other losses incurred due to
cancellation of programs.

Signature: ___________________________________________________________

QUESTIONS?
Please contact Member and Customer Service at the American Library Association (ALA) with questions regarding
your AASL 2014 Fall Forum registration. E-mail: registration@ala.org Phone: 1.800.545.2433, ext. 5
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A DIvIsIon of the AmerIcAn LIbrAry AssocIAtIon

The American Association of School Librarians (AASL) is the only national
organization solely dedicated to advocating excellence, facilitating
change and developing leaders in the school library field.

Whether developing tools to help
librarians lead in schools, or lobbying
in Washington to include school
libraries in education initiatives, funding
and legislation—while you focus
on your program, AASL is working
diligently to ensure a place at the table
for the school librarian voice.
This ambitious work requires the
support of the profession we serve.
The school library has never been
a more vital piece to the education
puzzle, and being an AASL member
is more important than ever to your
profession, your library program, and
the community you serve.

membership
personal membership acceptance form
Date __________________
Name _______________________________________________________________________________
PRefix

fiRSt

MiDDLe

LASt

Title _____________________________ Place of employment__________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
City

StAte

ZiP

COuNtRy

Work Phone ____________________________ Home Phone __________________________________
Toll Free # ______________________________ Fax __________________________________________
e-mail _______________________________________________________________________________
Home Address ________________________________________________________________________

MEMBERSHIP AD

_____________________________________________________________________________________

AASL/ALA Professional Support:

City

• A nationally recognized voice that
advocates for the highest quality
profession through learning standards,
program guidelines, and standards for
professional preparation.
• National Research and Statistics
including the only national longitudinal
data set, School Libraries Count!
• Lobbying efforts by ALA’s Washington
DC Office to ensure school librarians
are included in educational initiatives,
funding and legislation.
• Direct access to ALA’s Office of
Intellectual Freedom, including
counseling on book challenges, access
and privacy.
• Resources to use in your personal
advocacy efforts, including a Parent
Outreach toolkit.
• National advocacy efforts supported by
ALA, the largest voice for libraries.

Send ALA mail to q Home q Work

AASL/ALA Personal Benefits:
• AASL National Conference, ALA and
division conference discounts
• Access to eCOLLAB—a repository of
AASL webcasts, podcasts and PD
resources
• Subscriptions to AASL’s official print
journal, e-newsletter, and discussion list
• 10% off AASL and ALA publications

Join today! Complete the application
form or visit AASL online at
www.ala.org/aasl/join

Suffix

StAte

ZiP

COuNtRy

Send ALA billings to q Home q Work

Please allow 4-8 weeks for initial receipt of publications.

From time to time, ALA rents its membership lists to select organizations offering services or products
related to libraries and educational organizations. if you DO NOt wish to be included in these mailings
please check the appropriate box(es). q NO MAiL listing q NO e-MAiL listing
Personal Membership Categories:
q $115 i want to join AASL/ALA for the fiRSt tiMe
q $148 Renew my personal membership in
AASL/ALA for the SeCOND yeAR
q $180 Renew my personal membership in
AASL/ALA for the tHiRD yeAR or more
q $96 I am a library support staff person
employed in library and information services or
related activities
q $71 I am employed full- or part-time in library
service related activities at a salary of less than
$25,000 per annum, or i am unemployed
q $71 I am retired

q $50 I am already an ALA personal member
and want to join AASL
Membership Number ______________________
Valid Through _____________________________
q $53 I am a student enrolled in a library science
program (5 year limit)
AASL Section Dues:
q $5 educators of Library Media Specialists
(eLMSS)
q $5 Independent Schools (ISS)
q $5 Supervisors (SPVS)
Total ALA/AASL dues $ ______________

Method of Payment:
q Check enclosed (payable to ALA) q Purchase order enclosed q VISA q MasterCard q Amex
Account / PO # _______________________________________ expiration Date __________________
Name/Contact ___________________________ Signature ___________________________________
Phone __________________________________ email ______________________________________
Your membership will be effective for one year following the receipt of dues.
Membership in the American Library Association is required for membership in the American
Association of School Librarians.
Mail or Fax application to:
American Library Association – Customer Service, 50 e. Huron St, Chicago, iL, 60611-2795
fAx (312) 944-2641
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haturner@gmail.com

A

school library is a space that
continues to evolve with the needs
of its users. It is unique among spaces
in that it impacts the entire school.
No other space—and no educator
other than the school librarian—
touches each student every year and
every day. Until students leave your
school, you and your space are part
of their journey. Spaces both virtual
and physical that are student-driven
change the space positively.

Space Creation and Library
Zoning
Creating a space for the needs of all
students is a mighty undertaking.
28 Knowledge Quest
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Students learn differently, and the
first year the learning commons
model was employed in the
Solvay Middle School Library
Learning Commons (LLC), the
transformation led to challenges.
The space was previously a “Shhh”
library where collaboration
and talking in any form were
not allowed. The photographs
accompanying this article illustrate
that the space is generous and open.
Several bookcases were removed
to make the space multifunctional.
Therefore, the space can be used
for numerous activities. Some of
these activities include student
performances, book fairs, student

presentations, makerspace
events, and Wii competitions.
For example, during the Harlem
Shake craze a seventh-grade
student wanted to create our
school’s own version in the library.
The organizer recorded, edited,
and received permission slips
from every student involved. Over
eighty students in grades 4–8 were
Harlem Shaking in the library
after school. The video was hosted
on YouTube and embedded in the
homepage of the LLC website. The
goal of these activities has been
to foster students’ ownership and
leadership and allow them to use
their talents to educate others.
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For more on creating virtual library

spaces, read Rebecca Buerkett’s online
exclusive “Where to Start? Creating
Virtual Library Spaces” on the KQ
website at <www.ala.org/aasl/kq>.

The Solvay Middle School Library Learning Commons website.

90

Students take part in the istaff program each year

During the first year, students
pushed the boundaries of what
an LLC could and will be. After
having a silent library for so long,
the students who enjoyed working
in a louder space were excited
and took full advantage. However,
there is such a thing as a happy
medium, and those students who
prefer a quieter space were left
frustrated. Therefore, after much
thought, the students and I came
up with a zoning system that helps
all students learn and grow in their
own way.
Each table/area has a sign with the
noise level expected in that area.

The LLC contains quiet zones
and conversational zones colorcoded red, yellow, and green. In
addition, the librarian’s office was
transformed into a group study
room for additional flexibility. A
seventh-grade student said (about
zoning), “I feel like the library
has a place for me. It is a calm
environment where I can get my
work done. I like being able to
hang out with my friends and get
projects done.”
By sitting in a particular place
when they enter the LLC, students
make a choice about what they
will accomplish. Middle school

is a place in which students
experiment and begin to
understand the people they will
become, so it’s appropriate that the
LLC has a large social component.

iStaff Support
During a meeting I was talking
with Sue Kowalski (Pine Grove
Middle School, East Syracuse
Minoa Central School District)
about her iStaff (information
staff) and how they had
transformed her library. I latched
onto this idea and created my
own version of iStaff. In the past
library helpers had been limited
Volume 42, No. 4
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to eighth-graders whose only
responsibility was shelving books.
The iStaff I envisioned would
help create, develop, and run
the LLC, allowing me more time
for collaboration with teachers
and reaching more students. The
iStaff would not be limited to a
grade level and was to be open to
all interested students.
Due to staffing reductions,
the assistance provided by the
iStaff was essential to creating
a successful school library
program. I couldn’t collaborate
with classroom teachers as
much as I do without the aid of
the iStaff. The middle school
students are excited to have the
opportunity to help. A sixthgrade iStaff member said, “I like
being able to help in the library
and check out my own books. I
really like knowing what is going
on in the library, and there is
always something going on.”
Students are at the heart of the
LLC program. Approximately

30 Knowledge Quest
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ninety students are iStaff members
each year. No student is turned away,
and all can be involved in some way.
Students are in charge of charging
iPods, iPads, laptops, and any other
technology in the LLC. This year
the iStaff is learning how to use all
of the technology in the school so
that these students can troubleshoot
in their own classrooms. They help
fellow students with technology
issues, set up for events in the LLC,
promote events, create bulletin
boards, circulate books, shelve, and
much more. They make suggestions
to make the LLC a better place.
They are leaders to their peers.
Students have a vested interest in
the LLC’s success. Suggestions have
included technology classes. For
example, students expressed interest
in creating websites so we (librarian
and iStaff) decided to offer student-

run classes on website creation.
Other students wanted to make
movies and book trailers so we
instituted a video-creation space
for student use in our group study
room. Future projects include a
makerspace with a 3-D printer
and a green screen in the current
library office. These spaces will
further develop student-directed
learning.
One thing educators can never
forget is that students are still
kids. This was never more
apparent than during my first
year at the Solvay Middle School.
Members of the iStaff would
always forget to retrieve the books
from the bookdrop room, which
is located in a locked space. One
day, I told a story about how secret
ninjas lived in the room and came
out only at night to do secret ninja
things. Ever since that day, it has
been known as the “Secret Ninja
Room,” and students never fail to
check the room every period of
the day to search for the elusive
secret ninja.
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Student LLC Passes
Every morning as the sea of students
comes off the buses, they become a
tsunami trying to get LLC passes. An
iStaff member and I stand outside
the library and furiously hand out
passes. Although eventually this
system will be paperless, we are in
the transition phase, and study hall
teachers still require a pass to leave the
classroom. However, students do not
sign up in the morning. They sign up
online using a system that I developed
through Google Drive. Our district
is a Google Apps for Education user,
and all of the middle school students
are familiar with and, through the
LLC, receive training on Google
Drive. No longer do students have to
have classroom and study hall teachers’
permission to come to the LLC. I
initiated an online LLC pass system
using Google Forms. This system has
been copied by several librarians in
my area who were trying to create a
paperless system that would have the
flexibility to easily share access with
staff. Not only is the online system
easier for students, but it is also
constantly updated. Signing up to
visit the LLC is as easy as going to the
LLC website <www.smsllc.weebly.com>.
(Feel free to contact me for further
information on this pass system.)

Virtual Library
Without realizing it, students began
to use the website for more than just
signing up for the LLC. Carolyn
Foote (Twitter: @technolibrary),
said in a webinar for TL Virtual
Cafe, “First, you have to believe that
you have something to contribute,
a reason to be on the Web.” The
LLC website and its presence online
are a large part of accessibility and
utilization of the library. I have a
keen interest in Web technologies
and am continually enhancing the
LLC website. Some of the biggest
challenges can be working within
the confines of the provided website
solution purchased by the school.

The virtual LLC is a place for
students to access resources for
both personal and school projects.
We have an online calendar and
provide access to new technologies,
blogs (mine and the LLC’s), Web
2.0 tools, book trailers (studentcreated), and much more. A
Twitter account was set up, even
though it is filtered at the school.
The Twitter account is accessible
off campus and has proven to be a
good way to educate students about
upcoming events. Past students
have also used Twitter as a way to
contact the LLC.
In addition, students created their
own websites for various projects,
and the LLC website links to
these websites. Accessibility and
recognition for student projects
are important. Sometimes
teachers have students create
projects that have no life after the
projects have been turned in; only
the teachers see the valuable results
of the students’ work. However,
students have worked hard on their
projects, and the expressions of
students’ learning should be used
in the future by other learners.

Exciting Times
The Solvay Middle School LLC
is continuing to change and
transform into a student-centered
space; change is expected and is
one of the constants in education.
School libraries are uniquely placed
and have been living the Common
Core State Standards (CCSS) long
before CCSS and 21st-century
learning standards were glimmers
in the distance. As long as school
librarians focus on the needs
of their users, school library
programs will have a bright future.
Being relevant, accessible, and
sensitive to the needs of users will
continue to be paramount. It truly
is an overwhelming—but exciting—
time to be a school librarian!

Heather
Turner is school
librarian at Solvay
Middle School in
Syracuse, New
York. Active in the New York Library
Association/Section of School Librarians,
she heads several NYLA/SSL 2014
conference planning committees, including
Workshops, Publicity, Audio/Visual, and
Conference Program. In her district she
runs professional development workshops
on Web 2.0 technologies and research
requirements of the CCSS. Fascinated by
the potential of technolog y in education,
she blogs about free technolog y that
can be used in schools—especially in
libraries. Read her blog at <http://
tech4schoollibrarians.com> and follow
her on Twitter @HeatherATurner.

Being relevant,
accessible,
and sensitive
to the needs
of users will
continue to be

paramount.
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PARTNERS IN
LIFELONG LEARNING
How Creeds Elementary School and the
Pungo-Blackwater Public Library Combine Forces
for the Benefit of Their Community
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Matthew Lighthart mlightha@vbgov.com

H

istory repeats itself—unless,
that is, we are committed to
learning as much as we can from
our past successes and failures.
Many librarians and educators
I talk to say that the current
fiscal environment is the worst
in memory. However, libraries
and schools have seldom enjoyed
freedom from financial worry, and
I sincerely doubt that this situation
is likely to change.

Way back in 1997, the future in
Virginia Beach looked uncertain
as well. Population growth and an
aging infrastructure were straining
the capacity of public schools, while
increasing demand also created
similar challenges for public
libraries. The community of Pungo,
nestled in Virginia Beach’s vast but
sparsely populated agricultural
center, was facing a dual challenge;
their only elementary school was in
dire need of renovation and their
tiny public library needed more
space to meet customers’ needs.
The funding for both projects
simply was not there. In response,
leaders from the city and schools
created a partnership between
public libraries and schools that
would bring them together, literally,
under one roof (see figures 1 and 2).
Obvious savings in land and
construction costs aside, this
was a partnership intended to
fully leverage the assets that each
organization could bring to the
table. The result was, and is, a
model for sharing, not only of
physical spaces but of resources as
well. Yes, this type of partnership
saves tax payers’ money, but it
also enhances the ability of each
organization to provide the best
possible service to their community.

|

Creedence Spreder creedence.spreder@vbschools.com

The mutual benefits of this
partnership are at once overt and
subtle. A physically contiguous
floor plan, with interior doors that
directly link the two institutions,
is just the beginning. Shared
spaces maximize usage of facilities,
while reciprocal institutional
lending agreements dramatically
increase access to materials. Crosspollination of ideas and expertise
enhance the ability of both
institutions to provide a continuum
of lifelong learning opportunities.
Cost sharing for additional support
staff increases the capacity of each
organization to provide needed
services. In short, the sum of the
parts is greater than the whole.
How does this partnership play out
in day-to-day reality? That really
depends on your perspective. To get
a true idea of how each organization
leverages this partnership to benefit
its community, we will provide
you with insiders’ accounts from
both the school and public library
perspective. We will not attempt
to monetize the positive impact of
sharing, mostly because it’s difficult
to place a price on many of the
benefits we describe. However, it
does not take much imagination to
see how this partnership provides
both financial and quality-of-life
benefits to the community.

A Little Context
When the original PungoBlackwater Public Library was built
in 1990, it was a major advancement
for the community. The public
library, which shared space with a
police substation and a parks and
recreation “community center,”
was adjacent to Creeds Elementary
School. However, over the next

decade demand for service at this
tiny 1,000-square-foot library
outpost grew to a point where
the existing facility was woefully
inadequate. At the same time,
Creeds was preparing to undergo
a major renovation to its 1930s
structure to provide much-needed
growing room to accommodate the
community’s expanding population.
Leadership from both public
libraries and schools recognized the
unique opportunity to expand both
organizations with a single capital
project. Planning began in 1997,
and the new joint-use facility was
opened in 2000.
Of course, not every aspect of the
partnership was simple or easy to
negotiate. The devil, as they say,

Cross-pollination
of ideas and
expertise
enhance the
ability of both
institutions
to provide a
continuum of
lifelong learning
opportunities.
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Figure 1. Architect’s rendering of planned expansions to the original Creeds School. The new school library is depicted with
the green roof, and the new public library is to the right. ©1997 Design Collaborative Inc.

is usually in the details. Luckily,
the architects of the partnership
agreement had the foresight to
establish terms that were specific
and flexible in equal measure, as
well as the good sense to engage the
community in the planning process.
The resulting agreement provided
clear guidelines for sharing costs,
spaces, and resources, but left to
management important decisions
about the administration of the
partnership. Most importantly, to
ensure that the agreement could
adapt to changes over time, the
agreement included mechanisms for
periodic review of the partnership.

Matt Talks about the Public
Library Perspective
The partnership between Creeds
Elementary School and the PungoBlackwater Public Library is
essential to the success and vitality
of this small rural library. Because
Creeds is the only school in the
Pungo-Blackwater Public Library’s
service area, which is spread over
a large geographic area, being

physically connected to the school
greatly enhances our ability to
serve students and their families.
For example, parents often come
to the library after dropping
children off in the morning or
before picking up children at the
end of the school day. Alternatively,
families will visit the public
library together after school lets
out. The result is that this specific
demographic (Creeds students
and their families) accounts for a
significant portion of the library’s
business.
Because the public library is
small, about 4,300 square feet,
the ability to share spaces with
Creeds Elementary School greatly
enhances our capacity to provide
programming to our customers.
While the school is open, we
partner with Creeds to create a
mutually agreeable schedule for our
shared Storytime Room and small
conference room. When the school
is closed (after hours, weekends,
and breaks), we have access to an
even greater range of spaces. These

To learn how school librarians can serve as an instructional partner
in the digital library space, read the online exclusive “Instructional
Partners in Digital Learning Success” by Lucy Santos Green and
Stephanie Jones available at <www.ala.org/aasl/kq>.
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include the school’s computer
lab, library, and auditorium.
The computer lab allows us to
provide hands-on instructional
programming for as many as twenty
customers at a time. Likewise, the
school library and auditorium
allow us to provide educational and
enrichment programming for much
larger audiences than we could ever
hope to fit in the main public library
space or even in our Storytime
Room. On occasion, we have even
used the Creeds gymnasium to
host larger audiences or when the
auditorium was booked.
Sharing resources allows us to be
more cost efficient and make the
best use of our limited operating
budget. Examples of sharing range
from using Creeds’s large-format
laminator when creating displays
and storytime materials to using
their student laptops and charger
cart when providing hands-on
financial-literacy classes for teens.
In turn, some of those same teens
will stick around after a class
to clean up the school grounds
as part of their public service
volunteerism. If someone’s projector
goes down just before an important
presentation, the partner is there to
lend a hand—or a bulb.
Additionally, we work closely
with Creeds on cross-promotion
of events and programming
opportunities. If the school has
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This success is in large part due to the flexibility of
the partners themselves and their commitment to
maximizing the capacity of each organization to
provide excellent services to our community.

a special event coming up, we
can talk it up to customers when
they visit the public library. If
we are hosting a program that
will appeal to students or their
families, Creeds can e-mail them
promotional materials.
Reciprocal borrowing from the two
collections enhances our ability to
provide excellent customer service.
While the general public is not
able to check out materials from
the Creeds school library, Creeds
students can access the school
library collection when school is
closed and borrow those materials
via the public library. Often we
will be able to help students find a
popular book on the school library
shelves when all public library
copies are checked out. Public
library staff members also have
borrowing privileges and use the
Creeds collection to supplement
programming materials and access
materials not owned by the public
library. Teachers and students also
greatly benefit from the wealth of
public library materials available to
them right next door.
Staffing is yet another area
where this partnership creates
opportunities that would not
otherwise exist. While we are not
talking about having teachers
staff public library service points
or asking public library staff to

serve as substitute teachers, we do
see real benefits. The most obvious
example is the sharing of a full-time
custodial position, though there are
plenty of other more subtle benefits.
By splitting the cost of a full-time
position, the school is able to add
another custodian to their staff of
one. In turn, the school’s entire
custodial staff ensures that the
public library’s needs are completely
taken care of. Another important
example is the enhanced physical
security of the building. The school
security team is responsible for

the entire premises, eliminating
the need for us to contract private
security for the public library.
Building maintenance is handled
entirely by the Virginia Beach City
Public Schools staff. They provide a
wide range of services that includes
coping with all of the standard
maintenance issues that arise in any
building. In addition, the school
district’s maintenance team is very
helpful and flexible in working
with the public library on changes
and improvements to the existing

Figure 2. Pungo-Blackwater Public Library entrance at the south end of the renovated
Creeds Elementary School.
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facilities. This creative and talented
team of carpenters, plumbers, and
electricians constantly impress us
with their ability to help us create
an optimal environment for our
customers. The maintenance
team is also very responsive to our
requests for service and is almost
always able to complete projects on
time or ahead of schedule.
Perhaps the greatest benefit of
this close partnership and the
close physical proximity are the
exciting outreach and “in-reach”
opportunities. Bringing a class over
for a tour of the public library is as
simple as working out the schedule
and opening the interior door (see
figure 3). Coordinating outreach
opportunities with teachers is also
much easier when you only have to
step next door to meet. Because of
this ease of access, we are able to
broaden our perspective on what

types of outreach can be efficiently
provided. It becomes much more
practical to work with smaller
groups of students on more specific
topics than is typically feasible in
other public library settings.
We still provide more traditional
programming, such as reading
to large groups, promoting
summer reading, etc. However, we
can also experiment with other
opportunities, such as programs
for students on readers’ advisory
appeal elements (for example,
pacing, voice, and tone), how to give
exciting book talks to your friends,
or even small group work aimed
at raising students’ reading levels.
Staffing is always a concern when
planning outreach activities, but our
partnership with Creeds allows us to
maximize our potential to provide
meaningful programming to the
teachers and students next door.

Creedence Talks about the
School Library Perspective
Sharing a space and resources
with the Pungo-Blackwater Public
Library has been a very rewarding
partnership for me as the school
librarian at Creeds. One of the
benefits I appreciate the most is
being able to access the public
library collection and use its
resources when students are working
on specific assignments. I am able
to request materials to supplement
what I have in our school library. All
school libraries have this option via
interlibrary loans, but I can literally
walk next door and pull items off
the shelf or request materials in
person. The teachers benefit even
more because often two or three
people collect materials for them
rather than just one. The staff at
Pungo is always willing to research
topics and find more resources for
Creeds teachers and students.

Figure 3. The authors, pictured with Creeds Elementary School principal Robin Davenport (center), at the internal doorway between the public and school libraries.
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Another major bonus is that we
share a fantastic story room. Many
kindergartners are at ease on their
first day with me because they have
already visited the Storytime Room
through programs offered by the
Pungo-Blackwater Public Library.
New Creeds students already feel at
home because of their previous visits
to the public library in the same
building as their school.
Students and parents have access
to the Creeds school library after
hours and in the summer because
the two libraries are connected.
This was an especially important
benefit when Creeds participated
in the Accelerated Reader program
and a weekly nighttime program
called Creeds Reads. Due to budget
cuts, the public library hours
changed, and participation in both
these programs definitely declined;
students and parents were no
longer able to come to the library
after dinner because of the earlier
closing time. We made the decision
to discontinue the Accelerated
Reader program due to the decline
in participation and for budgetary
reasons at the school level. However,
access to the Creeds Library after
regular school hours is still a huge
perk in having connected libraries.
Being able to promote each other’s
programs is another advantage
of our partnership. I cochair
the morning announcements
at school; therefore, Pungo gets
free advertising for their events.
To promote the summer reading
program, the Pungo staff holds
a special assembly or visits with
each of the classes to give them
information. The kindergartners
and first-graders even enjoyed a tour
of the library. We have offered joint
events such as a Moon Watching
Event and a parents’ information
night on e-readers and accessing

the digital collection through the
public library and Creeds websites.
Sharing spaces requires open
communication. We work together
to make sure both programs have
access to the story room, conference
room, and the Creeds library for
special events and programs. Both
sides are willing to be flexible when
possible, a circumstance that makes
for a rewarding partnership.

Everyone Benefits
It is easy to see how the mutual
benefits of this partnership extend
beyond the bounds of what most
schools and public libraries are
able to realize when working from
separate facilities. The partnership
celebrated its tenth anniversary in
2010 and promises to be strong for
years to come. This success is in
large part due to the flexibility of
the partners themselves and their
commitment to maximizing the
capacity of each organization to
provide excellent services to our
community. While no partnership
is without its ups and downs, the
overall historical arc of this
symbiotic relationship provides a
wonderful example of the benefits
of sharing.

Matthew (Matt)
Lighthart began his
public library career
in 1995, shelving
books for a pittance
and loving every minute of it. In March 2013
he began serving as the assistant community
services manager at the TCC/City Joint-Use
Library, a public library and academic library
partnership between Tidewater Community
College and the City of Virginia Beach. He
received his MLIS from the University of
Tennessee in 2008.

Creedence
Spreder began her
teaching career as a
fifth-grade teacher.
She earned a Master
of Science in Elementary Education from
Old Dominion University and became a
school librarian in 2002. She believes her
job is the best because she is able to share
her love of reading and technolog y with all
students and teachers.
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From Drab
to Fab
T he Tale of a Craf ty Librarian
and H er Quest to Create a
21st-Century Learning Environment
Jessica Gilcreast

S

ix years ago I accepted the
position as the school librarian
in a diverse urban elementary
school (80 percent low-income
student population). The library
had a bare-bones automation
system, block scheduling, and
no library assistant. None of this,
however, was my biggest challenge.
Inheriting an institutional, cold,
child-UNfriendly space with
no budget has been my biggest
challenge. However, I don’t plan to
dwell on the negatives—from here
on out I’m going to refer to this
challenge as my labor of literary
love. I am a school librarian (hear
me roar!), and this is my story about
transforming my library from

|

gilcreastj@sau25.net

drab to fab and creating a space for
students (and teachers) to learn
21st-century skills.

Year One
So there I was; I had landed my
first job as a school librarian. I was
so excited to have a space to call
my own, and then I walked in the
doors and looked around. Picture
this: book stacks in institutional
rows, rectangular tables and chairs
(circa 1983), a teacher’s desk, a
neglected and outdated automation
system, and barely a shred of decor
indicating it was an elementary
school library. I wish I had taken
pictures of the library before I

started to transform it! Lucky for
me it was summer vacation so my
infant son and I were able to spend
many of those summer days at the
library, as I painted a mural on the
wall and sorted through the stacks.
There were a million things I
wanted to change, and a million
and one things I wanted to do, but
I knew I had to be methodical and
organized. After all, on a fixed
schedule and no budget I would’ve
gone insane (in addition to stressing
out the school staff) by changing
too many things too quickly. So the
first year I had four goals: weeding,
rearranging, building relationships,
and writing a grant. So many of the
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would come the need to prove myself.
Teachers can be tough critics, and I
was very cognizant of that reality.
Building relationships was
probably going to be the process
that would progress most
slowly, but I was okay with that
circumstance. I had a lot on my
plate, and focusing on the students
was my priority. I did manage
to write a grant my first year to
purchase books and a SMART
Board for the following school
year. At this point, I knew one
thing for sure: I loved my job! I
spent countless hours at night
creating lessons, following other
school librarians online, and
learning from what they were
doing, but without a doubt I was
energized, and I loved every
minute of it.

Year Two

books were outdated and b-o-r-in-g that I had to roll up my shirt
sleeves, begin to fill boxes with
unwanted books, and recycle the
books that were falling apart. I knew
the unwanted books could find a
home with the students in the school.
A few boxes with the words “free to a
good home” were all it took. I didn’t
go too crazy with weeding the first
year; I wanted to get to know the
collection and students’ needs and
interests better before I thoroughly
weeded the collection.
Luckily, my bookshelves are mostly
all on wheels; rearranging the
shelves to create a better flow was
simple. The library had been set
up with rows of bookshelves that
40 Knowledge Quest
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made the space feel small. A simple
rearrangement let in more sunlight
and made the library feel more open
and welcoming. As I rearranged
and weeded I also got to know
550 students and their classroom
teachers. I tried to learn what was
happening in the classrooms and
how I could support the curriculum.
I have to say I did have a small
advantage; I had taken over the
school librarian job from a different
position in the school, but my role
was much different now. I did, in
a sense, have to re-establish myself
as the school librarian and not the
after-school coordinator. Although I
had formed positive relationships in
my previous role, I would now have
to redefine myself; with that change

My second year I again set goals
for myself: continue weeding,
provide teachers with professional
development opportunities focused
on using the interactive whiteboard,
create a tech space for the SMART
Board, write another grant, and add
multicultural books to the collection.
To build the staff’s trust, I chose to
bring in a SMART Technologies
rep to implement the training
with me. It’s not that I couldn’t do
the training alone, but I wanted
the school’s staff to begin to trust
decisions I was making that would
ultimately affect the entire school.
We were all able to benefit from the
expertise of a technology expert
from the company that developed
the SMART hardware and software.
For my part of the professional
development I identified and
demonstrated some fun websites that
staff could use with the kids.
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My hope was that if I made use
of technology more convenient,
they would — come call it my own
field of library dreams.
Up until now, technology for
learning was rarely being used
in the school. On a cart we had
thirty MacBooks that were barely
used—that situation had to change.
My hope was that if I made use of
technology more convenient, they
would come—call it my own field of
library dreams.
I ended up moving furniture again
and dividing our library in half so
that teachers could come in with a
class and use one half while I worked
with students in the other half
without either group of learners
being distracted. I used my rolling
bookshelves to divide the space. On
the tech half, I set up the SMART
Board and the Mac cart; the cart
could be rolled out and borrowed,
or the laptops could be used at
conference-style tables. I had found
the tables elsewhere in the building;
they weren’t being used so I had
them moved into the library—score!
Finally, after getting to know my
collection and students for a year, I
felt like I could support some bolder
opinions. For example, “This is
the most lily-white book collection
I’ve ever seen!” Where were all of
the books that represented the
really diverse population of kids
in this school? The Muslim kids,
the kids from Sudanese, Turkish,
Latino, African American, or Asian

families, the special-needs students?
Oh. Umm. Gee. The collection
didn’t have any books that reflected
this diversity! Time to write another
grant proposal.
This time I was awarded a grant
to purchase multicultural books
and library furniture. I carefully
selected multicultural picture,
fiction, and nonfiction titles to be
added to our collection and also
purchased some fun area rugs
and beanbags to brighten up our
evolving space.

Year Three
My third year I did not set quite
as many goals. I had made a lot of
changes, and I felt like I needed
to settle in for a year and focus on
working with teachers in grade-level
meetings and write another grant
request. I am convinced that my most
successful changes have been the
ones that have happened naturally.
By looking for patterns the students
and teachers made on their own, I
could see what changes needed to
be made and what the library had to
offer the school. During the third
year I wanted to focus on fine-tuning
and observing. I successfully wrote a
third grant proposal and was able to
purchase new technology (Flip Cams,
software, and a digital camera) and
add new titles to the collection.

Collaboration between teachers and
the librarian was growing—although
at a slow pace. A handful of teachers
had started to incorporate the library
into their plans. I had also started to
solidify my role in the building as the
go-to for tech help. Yay me! The space
was quickly evolving into a bustling
school library with scheduled classes
coming for their weekly visit, in
addition to teacher-supervised groups
and small groups with support staff.
My vision was working!

Year Four
By the fourth year I felt confident
and ready to make more positive
changes in the library to benefit the
students and faculty. Change should
inherently come easily to librarians.
(If you fear change, you may be in
the wrong profession, or maybe you
should be an archivist.) Teachers
were slowly embracing the new
technology in the building; students
were taking ownership of the library
and loving the new layout, and
I clearly saw a path forming that
I needed to follow. We needed a
computer lab in a separate space,
and there just happened to be an
appropriately sized office attached
to the library, though currently the
office was occupied by the Title I
Reading staff.
However, I mustered up my
courage and pitched the idea to my
principal, hitting all of the talking
points I wanted to touch on. The
students and faculty needed this
resource to provide our students
with 21st-century skills; I would
maintain the space and coordinate
the sign-ups to use the space. Would
my principal uproot an entire
office and find other space for its
occupants? Yes! He would! We now
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I’ve learned that, regardless of budgets and resources, where there’s a will there’s
a way. I have learned advocating for students is critical, as is not taking a back
seat and accepting circumstances that may seem to be out of my control.
had a permanent computer lab that
teachers could use, a space where I
could teach technology lessons, and
the lab would be in its own space
where the lessons wouldn’t distract
library users. Oh, sweet success.
Now that I had all of the original
space back in the library, I decided
it was time to ask the PTA to let
me chair the book fair committee.
Previously, the PTA had hosted the
book fair in the hallway and raised
money for the school library. Of
course, I was appreciative of this
awesome support, but I had a few
ideas that I thought could make the
fair better, so for the first time the
school library was transformed into
a book fair for a full week. I used
this as an opportunity to create
a school-wide event to celebrate
Read Across America. During
the week-long event, book sales
increased significantly; as a result, I
was able to purchase more materials
for the library program. I also
managed to purchase more comfy
furniture for students to curl up
with books.
When I started at the school library,
another teacher also jumped on the
beautify-the-library bandwagon;
each year since, she has done a class
project with her students. The class
picks a theme and works in small
groups to paint ceiling-tile murals
that the whole school can enjoy in
the library.
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By the end of year four, through
private donations and grants, I was
able to add over one thousand new
titles to the collection; a handful of
teachers were collaborating with me
on a regular basis; I was delivering
professional development to the
faculty on workshop days; and our
library space now not only had
a student-centered library but a
21st-century computer lab. However,
a librarian’s work is never done.

Years Five and Six
Years five and six I focused on staff
professional development, schoolwide literacy events (including
a million-word campaign and
Read Across America), plus I was
ready to begin to un-Dewey the
collection. Gasp! The rationale:
With the traditional arrangement,
students had a hard time finding
books they were interested in.
By watching and observing how
students used the school library
and how teachers taught literature
to students, I realized that the
current organization of the
collection wasn’t helpful for them.
It needed to change. I wanted to
start small and pilot one section.
I have to say, contemplating the
change made me feel like a bad
librarian. Ditch Dewey?!? Shame on
me! But I did my research, and I went
with my gut. I would start with my
fiction section, reorganize it by genre,
and then move on to nonfiction if the
modifications to the fiction section

were successful. I chose eight genres
and spent the better part of the school
year reshelving books and adding
a genre spine label to every book.
The result? Independent library
usage by even the most reluctant
readers, special needs students, and
ESL students. Adding genre labels
and posters to the shelves helped all
students independently find what they
wanted. Book bins were added to the
shelves so students could browse more
easily. I found that students loved to
browse the collection longer and more
often to see what was there—so many
new discoveries!
In addition to focusing on my
existing library program for
students, I also spent those two
years focusing on staff professional
development on integrating
technology into the classroom
in bite-sized bits. Classroom
teachers appreciated professional
development that could be done on
their time when it was convenient.
This approach proved to be
extremely successful and provided
differentiated instruction for our
faculty. Change is not easy for
many, and integrating technology
can be scary for some. By the end
of the sixth year we had come a long
way. Every classroom teacher in the
building used the library and the
resources it provided. No longer
was I merely the provider of a prep
period for teachers; the school
library had become an extension of
the classroom.
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By the end of six years,
our school library had
been transformed into
an entirely new space for
learning and discovery.
Teachers and students did
the transformation; I was
merely the vehicle to help
make it happen. Our library
teaches me; I watch, listen,
and learn from the library
stakeholders. I make changes
as I observe the new paths
people are taking. This isn’t
to say that I don’t try to be
an agent of change. I most
certainly do. I follow the
movers and shakers; I keep
up with the latest, greatest
library happenings around
the country, but I carefully
implement new ideas to suit
the needs of our library’s
users.

Lessons Learned
The fact that I was in an
urban school with no budget
and no district support never
mattered—well of course it
did, but our situation never stopped
me from having high expectations. I
have learned that an effective library
program does not just exist, it is
created with intention. It is relevant
and standards-based; it changes and
evolves; it is a wave. Like a wave, the
school library program cannot exist
alone; it is always a part of the ocean
around it, separate but together. If
a library is not enmeshed in the
school day, the librarian is doing
something wrong.
I’ve learned that, regardless of
budgets and resources, where there’s
a will there’s a way. I have learned
advocating for students is critical,

as is not taking a back seat and
accepting circumstances that may
seem to be out of my control.
I recommend participating in
shameless self-promotion, being
an agent of change, a defender of
intellectual freedom. Step outside
of the library walls, get involved in
local library organizations, team
up with the public library...Are you
pickin’ up what I’m puttin’ down?
The time is now. Change your
library space to suit the needs of
your students and teachers. It is not
your space; it is their space. Watch
the patterns patrons are making
naturally and follow them. Most
importantly, there is no elevator to
success; we all have to take the stairs.

Jessica Gilcreast
is the school librarian
at Bedford (NH)
High School. She is
a member of AASL
and a board member of the New Hampshire
School Library Media Association. She
received the 2013 NHSLMA Partnership
Award. Jessica is a contributing author to
101 Great, Ready-to-Use Book Lists
for Children by Nancy Keane and a media
reviewer for School Library Journal.
Follow her on Twitter @jgilcreast or Pinterest
“BHSBulldogsRead.”
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W

hen designing a school
library, the first consideration
is often the space’s ability to
meet students’ academic needs.
Most decisions are typically
centered on the users’ cognitive
development; spaces are designed
to advance learners’ ability to
think and understand the world
around them. These are certainly
important goals, especially with
the pressures of standardized
testing. Unfortunately, if a space is
designed with the single-minded
focus of cognitive development
and academic success, it may fail to
address other essential aspects of
adolescent growth.

When designing a school library
space and deciding how to arrange
resources, it is important to
consider multiple components of
adolescent development, including
social, emotional, and behavioral
aspects. Acknowledging these
developmental facets and their
importance can provide additional
justification for some of the more
controversial aspects of modern
school library spaces, like gaming
tables, lounge seating, and areas
devoted to resources related to teen
issues.

Social Development
Educators are well aware that
students undergo changes in social
development in their teenage years.
During adolescence, students
transfer their focus to peer groups,
transitioning from the earlier
importance of family as they work
toward becoming independent
adults (APA 2002, 21). Adolescents
form close, caring relationships
with their peers, where friendships
become less about shared interests
and more about emotional intimacy.
These relationships are centered on
openness, honesty, loyalty, and the
ability to keep secrets (Wolfe, Jaffe,
and Crooks 2006, 80).

Students’ social development often
frustrates educators and may serve
as a distracter in an academic
environment. Although it may
seem superfluous, this aspect of
adolescence serves an essential role
in ensuring academically motivated
students. Students that form peer
friendships are shown to have
higher perceptions of self-worth,
better self-image, and perform
better academically (APA 2002,
21). Research suggests that highquality friendships or at least one
close friend can protect adolescents
from becoming victims of bullying
(Massari 2011, 11). In contrast,
students that fail to form close ties
are more likely to display negative
behaviors like delinquency, drug
abuse, and dropping out of school;
in addition, their lack of close
ties places them at great risk for
psychosocial problems in adulthood
(APA 2002, 21).

Supporting Social
Development in the Library
When designing a school library
space, we need to consider the
social-development needs of
adolescents. This goal means
finding ways to encourage the
development of close, personal
relationships among peers,
especially among students that
historically struggle to do so. A
library can easily be arranged to
encourage budding friendships,
once a school librarian accepts
the importance of adolescent
socialization.
Historically, we have arranged
academic spaces, especially libraries,
to eliminate talking and limit
social interaction. To encourage
social development, school libraries
should provide students with
opportunities to form friendships
during the school day, especially at
the beginning of a new school year
(Bergin and Bergin 2012, 443).
School librarians can encourage
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Left: Figure 1.
Conversation zone
to support students’
social development.
Right:Figure 2.
Games in the library
to help reduce social
anxiety as students
form friendships.

this friendship formation in their
space by creating zones where
quiet conversation is permissible.
Conversation zones should feature
soft lounge furniture placed in
a grouping around a coffee table
or footstools (see figure 1) or at
the very least, contain tables that
accommodate multiple seated
students.
When students are forming
new friendships, spontaneous
conversation may be difficult;
providing students with a group
activity helps minimize social anxiety.
To encourage interaction, school
librarians can set small gaming tables
with chess or checker sets, Mancala,
or Bananagrams (see figure 2) or
devote a table in the library to a
collaborative jigsaw puzzle.
Of course, social interactions among
adolescents are not always positive; in
arranging a school library’s physical
space, ensuring adequate supervision
to prevent bullying and aggression is
also essential to adolescents’ healthy
social development (Bergin and
Bergin 2012, 404). The library’s
circulation desk should be centrally
located with clear visibility to all
areas, allowing for close monitoring
of student behavior. Also, consider
the installation of security cameras
in difficult-to-monitor areas; the
simple presence of a camera is often
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a successful deterrent to unwanted
behaviors. Lastly, make sure the rules
and expectations for positive social
interactions are clearly posted in the
space and understood by students.

Emotional Development
Emotional development in
adolescence is characterized by
a desire to explore and refine
individuals’ personal identity (APA
2002, 15). An adolescent’s identity
includes components of personality
such as self-concept, what people
think about themselves, and selfesteem, how people feel about
their self-concept (APA 2002, 15).
Adolescents explore and refine their
self-concept and self-esteem by
experimenting with different ways of
looking, behaving, and sounding.
An important aspect of emotional
development in adolescents is
the development of emotional
intelligence. Emotional intelligence
requires competency in relationship
skills like empathy, effective
communication, perseverance, and
cooperation (Massari 2011, 9).
During adolescence students are
refining their personal identities
and building emotional intelligence.
Supporting the development of
emotional intelligence is a worthy
goal for school library programs.

Students with competent emotional
intelligence are more likely to
have better mental health, positive
self-image, and better self-esteem
(Ahmad, Imran, and Mehmood
2009, 7). They are also more
likely to form friendships and be
well liked, be more productive, be
capable of setting and obtaining
goals, and ultimately get better
grades (Massari 2011, 9).
Most importantly for a school
setting, improving the population’s
emotional intelligence can reduce
bullying. Students who can’t
regulate their emotions are more
likely to be bullies, and students
with higher degrees of sadness and
emotional vulnerability are more
likely to become targets for bullies
(Massari 2011, 9–10). Therefore,
if students are able to establish
emotional awareness and develop
self-regulation skills—components
of emotional intelligence—
incidences of bullying may decrease
dramatically.

Supporting Emotional
Development in the Library
School librarians can help
students’ emotional development
by providing safe ways for them to
experiment with their identity and
opportunities for them to build
emotional intelligence and self-

School librarians can help students’
emotional development by providing
safe ways for them to experiment
with their identity and opportunities
for them to build emotional
intelligence and self-esteem.
esteem. School library programs
should encourage students to
explore their interests and provide
resources to help them do so (APA
2002, 16). Adequate signage is
essential; students should be able to
find books devoted to their interests
without having to ask an adult.
Consider moving to a subject-based
or “bookstore style” classification
system for nonfiction or at least
clearly labeling sections like
“Hobbies” and “Sports” with large
prominent signs so students can
easily find materials that address
their interests (see figure 3).
Another way school librarians can
help students develop a strong
and positive sense of identity is
to demonstrate that the school
library, and by extension, the
school culture, values their
peer group (Bergin and Bergin
2012, 525). A peer group may
be defined by race, ethnicity, or
sexual orientation. A library’s
physical space can demonstrate
this validation through resources,
book displays, and posters. For
example, in addition to selecting
books featuring GLBT characters,
school librarians may post
rainbow flag symbols indicating
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support of schools’ gay-straight
alliance clubs. Displays devoted
to different peer groups should
be prominent throughout the
school year. For example, books
featuring famous African
Americans shouldn’t be limited
to February’s Black History
Month.

Behavioral Development
Lastly, behavioral development
is an important consideration
when designing a school library
space. Influenced by development
in other realms, this aspect is
characterized by experimentation.
Experimentation in adolescence
provides a feedback loop that allows

students to further fine-tune other
areas of their development. One
hallmark of experimentation in
adolescents is risk-taking (APA
2002, 29).
Adolescents engage in risk-taking
behavior for a multitude of reasons.
Some research suggests the teenage
brain craves “excitement, fun, and
novel” experiences, and, although
these experiences may be inherently
dangerous, the intense sensations
they provide override any concern.
Risk-taking frequently occurs in
group settings, so the behavior is
also viewed as a way for adolescents
to gain status and acceptance from
their peers. Lastly, students engage
in risk-taking behavior because
it provides a means for them to
identify with their parents and other
adults (APA 2002, 30).
Although risk-taking may make
adults in the school community
nervous, it is an important part of
adolescents’ behavioral development
because it helps students shape their
identity, try out their new decisionmaking skills, and realistically
assess themselves, others, and the
larger world (APA 2002, 29). The
challenge for school librarians is
to design a space that encourages
adolescents’ safe risk-taking.

Figure 3. Subject-based classification and
adequate signage to improve students’ finding
information independently.
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Figure 4. Teen Issues section containing books
with accurate information about risk-taking
behavior and poster about online source of
accurate health information.

Supporting Behavioral
Development in the Library
School library spaces can be designed
to support adolescents’ behavioral
development. Risk-taking is an
undeniable aspect of this stage, so
it is important to promote safe
opportunities for adolescents to do
so (APA 2002, 31). An easy strategy
for school libraries is a bulletin board
featuring information about club
opportunities, sports team tryouts,
and contests, providing students with
avenues for safe risk-taking.
Additionally, adolescents, as part of
their behavioral development, need
accurate information about risks
associated with particular activities
they may find attractive, including
smoking, drug use, promiscuity, and
drinking (Wolfe, Jaffe, and Crooks
2006, 179). To address this need,
school librarians can create a “Teen
Issues” section. This section should
be a collection of books devoted to
providing accurate information
about risky behaviors, including
resources on alcoholism, drug
abuse, teen pregnancy, and sexually
transmitted diseases. Ideally, the
collection should be easily accessible,
located near lounge areas where
students tend to congregate naturally.
School librarians will find that these
titles are a go-to for students with
downtime during study halls.
It may also be useful to organize this
collection using a “bookstore” model,
eschewing the more formal Dewey
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classification. Additionally, because
teen issues collections see so much
use, it is much easier to organize the
books when spine labels are colorcoded by subject.
Not all students may be comfortable
with exploring these subjects in the
public setting of the school library,
so posters promoting electronic
resources on these subjects, like
Rosen’s Health & Wellness
subscription database (see figure
4) or the Nemours Foundation’s
free TeensHealth site <http://
teenshealth.org/teen>, should be
prominently displayed. Include a
QR code on the posters so students
can quickly access the site or create
business-card-size handouts that
include passwords and usernames
for accessing the information later
privately.

Supporting Academics and
Development
In summary, school librarians have
many ways to use their physical
space and resources to support
adolescents’ social, emotional, and
behavioral development. Some
ideas, like lounge seating and
gaming areas, are not new concepts;
however, supporting all areas
of adolescent development may
provide convincing justification
librarians can use in schools where
administrators are slow to warm
to more enlightened models of a
modern school library program.

Lindsay Cesari
is a junior high
school librarian in
the Baldwinsville
School District. She
has published articles in School Library
Journal and Learning and Leading
with Technology. A winner of the ISTE
Technolog y Innovation Award, Lindsay
enjoys finding new ways to use technolog y to
increase student engagement. She currently
serves as copresident of the Central New York
School Librarians professional organization.
Her blog, No Shh-ing Here, is available
at <http://noshhinghere.blogspot.com>.
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“You never get a second chance to
make a first impression.”

T

his truism surfaces each
summer as I try to find
inspiration and raise enthusiasm
for the school library orientation
offered at the beginning of
the school year. At my high
school, teachers are not required
to participate in the library
orientation program, and so we, as
librarians, often must shift into
a sales role in an attempt to get
teachers to schedule their students
to come and see what services the
library has to offer.

Past orientations involved a short
initial lecture regarding the
available services followed by the
handing out of a blank map of the
school library with a list of areas
and resources. Students would be
let loose to walk around and fill in
the map, learning something in the
process, we hoped. This activity was
followed by a group discussion of
what they found.
Put frankly, this approach simply
was not working. I liked students
having the freedom to walk around
and explore without having to
listen to me lecture for thirty
minutes, but glazed looks and
overheard conversations showed
that the map approach wasn’t
engaging or effective. Students
would congregate and just take
one student’s paper to copy. They
would socialize and didn’t take the
activity seriously. I didn’t feel like
our message was getting across, and
the experience was not memorable.
Last year we tried to jazz things
up a bit and added a bingo game
after students filled out the map.
Students had fun and liked being
competitive, but really not much
had changed. The orientation
remained unmemorable, and
students were not taking away what
we wanted them to remember.

This disappointment bothered me
throughout the school year, and
I knew I needed to update our
orientation and inspire students,
but I didn’t know how. Around
this time I was also a member of
my district’s Teacher Leadership
Program (TLP), a cohort of teachers
interested in research, sustained
new learning, and collaboration
on how to engage students in
project-based learning. In one of
our sessions we were introduced
to Aurasma <www.aurasma.com>,
a free augmented-reality app. As
we played and experimented with
Aurasma during our session, I knew

So What Are Aurasma and
Augmented Reality?
Aurasma is a free app for iOS and
Android mobile devices. It uses
technology to allow the camera on
a smartphone or tablet to recognize
real-world images (targets or, as
Aurasma refers to them, “auras”)
and respond by displaying overlay
videos, pictures, or websites on top
of the camera image that appears
on the device’s screen. The overlays
are programmed using a free online
studio that is accessible once you
become an Aurasma “partner” <www.
aurasma.com/become-a-partner>.

I wanted our school librar y to come
to life in front of new students and for
them to learn from their peers about all
of the great resources and ser vices our
librar y has to offer.
augmented reality was something
special. I knew it had potential. I
just didn’t know how and what I
could do with it. While I personally
had a smartphone, our library did
not have tablets, and I couldn’t
count on students having access
to a mobile device. How could
augmented reality be used?
Suddenly I had it! I pictured
museum audio walking tours and
envisioned something similar—but
even more engaging—in our library.
Instead of my voice I imagined
our students hearing and, more
importantly, seeing like magic on an
iPad screen their fellow students and
teachers showing them around the
library. I wanted our school library
to come to life in front of new
students and for them to learn from
their peers about all of the great
resources and services our library
has to offer.

How Did We Use It?
We gained special permission from
our school district to use some of our
authorized library funds to purchase
iPad devices instead of books. We
then worked with central IT to
purchase the tablets and to ensure
support and wireless access. After we
received our twelve iPads, I enlisted
the help of teachers and students to
create the videos that I would use as
overlays. I engaged English teachers
who regularly use our services and
partnered with our TV production
and drama classes to ask students to
volunteer to create the videos.
I could not have imagined the power of
turning over an iPad to a student and
telling that person to film the video.
Many of the students were hesitant at
first, but once I stood back and let
them use the iPads on their own, they
began to have so much fun with the
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I paired student
teams with sections
based on their areas
of interest. This
decision was critical
to the usefulness of
the resulting videos.
Figure 1. Intuitive interface for
managing “auras” and videos.

Figure 2. T. C. Williams High School
library’s Aurasma channel.

project! I found the best approach
was to allow students to work in
groups of three: One would film;
another would speak; and the third
person would direct. I gave them the
information about the particular
library section or resource they
would describe, but they used their
own words and gave the description
a personalized spin by referring
to examples of resources that the
team members themselves found
interesting. I paired student teams
with sections based on their areas of
interest. This decision was critical to
the usefulness of the resulting videos.
Real interest in their topics resulted
in more enthusiastic and engaging
video overlays. For example, mangaloving students filmed the manga and
graphic novel section with authentic
enthusiasm and personal knowledge
that could not have been conveyed
by a librarian’s lecture. One of our

theater students talked about the
monologues we had to offer. Our
Spanish display area was filmed and
then described in both English and
Spanish.
With the videos filmed, I set out to
create an Aurasma channel for our
library. Channels are like folders and
contain collections of auras. Next, I
needed to link each video filmed by
students with a target image. Aurasma’s
Partner Guidelines describe a trigger
image as “a real-world image, object, or
location recognized by Aurasma and
used to activate a digital Overlay.” I
found that the Aurasma online studio
allows easy and intuitive editing and
compiling of the videos (see figure
1). The Aurasma app was added to
each iPad, and our library’s Aurasma
channel was selected and followed on
each (see figure 2). Users can browse or
search the Aurasma app for channels
they would like to follow (see figure 3).

Visit <www.ala.org/aasl/kq> to read Wendy DeGroat’s online exclusive “Make
Space for Poetry” on how to incorporate poetry into your library collection.
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What Did We Find?
When August arrived, I was anxious to
see the reactions of students and staff.
After our first orientation, I knew we
had something special. I purchased
and used an adapter to connect the
iPad to our projector to demonstrate
to students what we would be doing
during the library orientation. First,
I showed a publisher-created book
trailer I had connected to a book. Next,
I showed a video created by a student
describing our biography section.
The student reactions were priceless.
Students exclaimed, “This is tight!
What is this, magic? That is crazy!”
Students worked in groups of two
or three per iPad and were let loose
around the library to locate targets and
watch the videos that appeared as the
tablets recognized them (see figure 4).
Many students went directly to the
display of fiction titles that instantly
brought up associated book trailers.
Students were amazed that there were
targets not just for our various library
directory signs but also for individual
objects: a World Book Encyclopedia
set, our book drop in the wall outside
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Figure 3. Channelselection screen in
Aurasma.

of the library, and even our library’s
Blackboard page. A tenth-grade
English teacher remarked that she
was surprised to see her students so
focused and engaged. Another English
teacher approached me to see how he
could use Aurasma with his students
when they study Gothic literature. A
number of students asked how they
could star in future videos.
Having overhauled the orientation, I
was so excited to see that students were
finding it to be helpful, informative,
and fun. We had a few juniors come in
for orientation and without prompting
they said this was so much better than
last year’s version.

Beth Ebenstein Mulch is one of the school librarians at T. C. Williams
High School in Alexandria, Virginia. She is in the 2014 class of American
Library Association Emerging Leaders Program. She will be presenting
at ALA Annual on Aurasma and how to rejuvenate your school’s reading
program. The T.C. Williams High School library Facebook page is available at
<www.facebook.com/tcwlibrary>. Follow the library on Twitter @TCWLibrary.
Figure 4. Students exploring the school library and learning from student-made videos.

I can confidently say our use of
augmented reality has changed
students’ vision of the school library
space from a boring place to a
surprisingly fun and cool place to
hang out. Most importantly, they
will remember this orientation
and certainly take away a better
understanding of our resources than
in the past. In the words of a tenth
grader: “This is tight!”
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work of classrooms. In short, I was
able to better embed information-literacy skills in the school’s
curriculum.

Setting the Stage

As well as being embedded in
physical classrooms, I focused on
embedding myself in online spaces
as well. Using LibGuides I built a
Web presence for the library and
added links from the main library
website to class- or assignmentspecific guides on teachers’ webpages
accessible through our coursemanagement system (see figure
2). To help students and teachers
achieve greater independence
and confidence when using these
resources, I created tutorials and
screencasts for questions and issues
that came up frequently. Taking the
time to create these guides made me
much more efficient at answering
questions and providing support
and helped me maintain a presence
for the library even when I wasn’t
available to answer questions in
person.

I fell in love with my school library
the first time I walked in. The high
ceilings, the huge windows that let
in lots of natural light, the beautiful
circulation desk, the tables…that, I
discovered, were bolted to the floor.
Lamps were bolted to the center of
each table. The library was beautiful
but not exactly a flexible teaching
and learning space (see figure 1).

Making Lemonade
The bolted lamps and tables —
initially a source of frustration —
ended up being a catalyst for
changing my teaching practice.
Since the library space was not
conducive to teaching, I worked on
embedding myself in spaces that
were already set up for teaching:
classrooms. Embedding myself in
classrooms was a natural evolution
of the collaborative relationships I
had built with teachers and helped
me move toward a coteaching model
with several colleagues. As Jake
Carson and Ruth Kneale have noted,
“Through embedded librarianship,
librarians move from a supporting
role into partnerships with their
clientele, enabling librarians to
develop stronger connections and
relationships with those they serve”
(2011, 167).
Moving beyond the physical walls
of the school library to teach sent
a message that the skills I taught
were important all the time, not
just when working on the assignments for which I traditionally
collaborated with teachers. Evaluating sources, synthesizing multiple
viewpoints, and creating citations
(among many other skills) became
ideas embedded in the day-to-day

Valuing the Lemonade Stand
The limitations of the school library
space were a catalyst for embracing
an embedded librarianship model,
but what of the library space itself?
With school librarians embedding
themselves in classrooms, what
happens to the physical library?
Even though it is becoming easier to
find information or access library
resources no matter where you
are, “books and mortar” libraries
still have significant cultural weight
that we need to be mindful of. In
literature, movies, and TV, “going
to the library” is still a shorthand
phrase used to express that someone
is smart or a serious student. As
noisy and active as we know libraries
can get, in many people’s minds
libraries are still associated with
quiet. While we may not always
be comfortable with some of the
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stereotypes about libraries that are
portrayed in popular culture (and
even work to change them), our
students internalize those messages—
and good can come from them.
During the spring of my first year,
a student—by no means a library
regular—came into the school
library during his free period. I
asked him if he needed help finding
something or had a question, and he
told me, “I have a big tennis match
this afternoon, and I needed a quiet
place so I can keep myself calm and
focused. I figured the library was
the best place to go.” This student,
who may not have sought out the
library otherwise, had internalized
the popular image of the library as
a place to find quiet; although he
never became a daily visitor, that
image is what got him through the
door the first time—and the space
for quiet and reflection is part of
what kept him coming back.
As time went on, I observed more
about the role the library space—and
students’ perceptions of it—played
in their academic lives. On Family
Weekends, students would bring
their parents in to see the library.
When parents would ask their
children if they studied in the
library often, the students would
almost always assure parents that
they did. I quickly realized that this
conversation was a coded way for
parents to ask, “Are you a serious
student?” and for students to assure
their parents that they were. Even
if the student in question was rarely
in the library to work, I never blew
anyone’s cover. Both parents and
students had internalized positive
messages about what it meant to be a
frequent library visitor and a serious
student.
Whole classes and small groups of
students had always made regular
use of the library when working on
research. This use was generally an
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extension of the time these classes
spent in the library for instruction.
As I embedded myself in more
classrooms, I expected the number
of students working in the library
during classes to drop. In fact, the
numbers stayed the same and even
increased during some time periods.
While some students came to use
computers or books, many of them
weren’t using any of the physical
resources of the library other than
tables and chairs.

Optimizing Use of the Library
By not doing as much direct
instruction in the school library,
I freed up space and resources
for students who wanted to take
advantage of the library as a
scholarly space. By moving wholegroup instruction to the classroom,
teachers and I were better able
to differentiate small-group
and individual instruction for
students—and even to differentiate
for students who had different
needs for working environments.
To stay motivated, some students
needed to be around other people
in the classroom; to stay focused,
other students needed a quieter
space. Keeping the classroom as
an instructional space and the
library as a work space allowed us
to differentiate for our students, as
well as keep the school library space
available for use by students in other
classes and study hall.
These interactions and experiences
highlighted for me the important
role that the library can play as
a “third place” for students in a
school. The library is a unique space
in schools and in students’ lives—a
place to pursue both academic and
personal interests, a place to meet
and work with peers, but also a
place to find quiet and a space for
reflection. A recent report from the
Pew Internet and American Life
Project backs up these anecdotal

observations. According to the
Project’s research about young
people’s library usage, “those ages
16–29 were significantly more likely
[than older users] to have visited
the library just to study, sit and
read, or watch or listen to media”
(Zickuhr, Rainie, and Purcell 2013,
32). Young people value not only the
services we offer, but also the space
in which we provide them.

Viewing Librarians and the
Library as Separate Entities
The Pew report also made clear
that young people recognize the
importance of librarians, with 80
percent of Americans under 30
saying “it’s ‘very important’ for
libraries to have librarians to help
people find the information they
need” (2013, 5). As we embed
ourselves in classrooms, the role
of the school librarian—and the
guidance we can offer—becomes
even clearer to students. Students
and teachers value both the services
and the space the library has to
offer—but that doesn’t necessarily
mean they need to be tied together.
Our students and colleagues have
multiple priorities for us. When
school library and librarian become
two interdependent entities—rather
than a person and a space tied
together—we can have a greater
impact on our students and our
schools.
Fully embedding ourselves and the
library program into the life of
the school is also a way to advocate
for the important role school
librarians play. It’s easy to replace
someone who can be perceived as a
guardian of a space; it’s harder to
replace someone who is embedded
in multiple spaces throughout the
school.
Discussions of learning commons
and “bookless” libraries hint at
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THE LIBRARY IS A UNIQUE SPACE IN SCHOOLS AND
IN STUDENTS’ LIVES—A PLACE TO PURSUE BOTH
ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL INTERESTS, A PLACE TO
MEET AND WORK WITH PEERS, BUT ALSO A PLACE TO
FIND QUIET AND A SPACE FOR REFLECTION.
this separation between library and
librarian. Though I think we’re still
working at getting to the heart of
what that space should be—indeed,
what that space should be will likely
vary based on the needs of the school
and its students—at the core of those
discussions is an unspoken belief
that the space of the library matters.

Looking Forward and
Outward
While school librarians’ goals for
the library are moving to embrace a
broader range of programs we need
to pay attention to what our students
expect from the library space and
make sure the programs and services
we’re providing align with what our
students and teachers need and want
from the library and the librarian.
This focus on stakeholders’
expectations doesn’t mean we
need to shelve plans for ambitious
programs; it simply means that the
programs and services the school
library offers don’t need to be
confined to the library’s physical
space. Having these programs
outside the walls of the library can
bring greater exposure to what the
school library—and especially the
librarian—have to offer. If we want
the programs of the library to be
a part of everyday life, we can’t
confine everything we do to the
library.

Renovating a space can be costprohibitive and time-intensive, but
re-envisioning how a space is used
and how the library can make use
of other spaces in a school is a way
to broaden the impact the library
program has. The skills we teach
are important everywhere, not just
in the library; the school librarian
needs to be present in more spaces
than the library.
We can’t always change our space
(Remember those tables that are
bolted to the floor?), but we can
make best use of the space we have.
Listen to the messages students and
teachers give you about how they
view the library space and what they
need from it.
School libraries matter. School
librarians matter. And for both to
have the greatest impact we need to
think of them as two entities rather
than one.

Sara KelleyMudie, formerly
school librarian at
the Forman School
in Litchfield,
Connecticut, is now at Teachers College
of Columbia, pursuing a Master’s degree
in independent school leadership. At
<www.wheniruntheschool.wordpress.com>
she blogs about her views on the
future of education. Her experiences
as a school librarian are recorded at
<www.Kmthelibrarian.blogspot.com>.
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Figure 2. Screenshot
of a LibGuide that
includes sources as
well as “how to”
guides to support
students and
teachers working
independently.
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E

lementary school libraries are
not often thought of as suitable
spaces for learning commons
because most elementary school
libraries operate on a fixed schedule,
allowing only one class at a time to
use the space. Elementary school
libraries are too often the drop-off
location for a specific class during
the classroom teacher’s planning
period. For as long as I have been
an elementary school librarian, I’ve
been bound and determined to
change that paradigm. It never felt
right. It never felt dynamic.

I spent my first years trying to
convince my administration to adopt
a flexible schedule. I thought I could
get decision makers to bite if we
started small. I advocated for a pilot
program in which only one grade

level out of six (in a K–5 building)
would operate on a flex schedule.
In the end, the administration
would not budge. I knew then that
I had to take a different approach—
something I could control myself.

I thought that if I could transform the look and feel of the
library, the changes would encourage teachers and students to
start thinking of the library differently—and using it differently.
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Transforming the Physical
Space
I made an all-out effort to transform
the library into a learning commons,
starting with the physical space. I
thought that if I could transform
the look and feel of the library, the
changes would encourage teachers
and students to start thinking of
the library differently—and using
it differently. Step one was to alter
the physical space to accommodate
multiple uses. The original
library had a quasi-classroom
area containing six round tables
(that could comfortably seat only
four young students), a screen, and
one computer that connected
to a ceiling-mounted projector.
Windows separated that area from an
adjoining computer lab. The school
library had no wireless access and
was completely void of comfortable
seating for leisure reading.
The small circular tables in the
classroom area were not conducive to
learning with mobile devices. Four
average-sized fifth-graders could

barely fit around the tables, and the
addition of laptops or iPads made the
area feel even more cramped. The
shape of the tables prevented them
from being pushed together to create
a greater workspace.
At the beginning of the 2012–2013
school year, my school district
provided each of its libraries with an
iPad cart, stocked with thirty iPads.
(In the previous school year, the cart
contained only twenty iPads.) The
addition of ten more iPads meant
that I now had access to a full class
set. More good news: That autumn
the district’s director of technology
notified me that the budget
contained a line item for technology
furniture and said I could use some
of the funds for our library. Having
done research on library design
during my post-graduate program,
I immediately began looking for
mobile furniture to replace the
antiquated circular tables. I wanted
to create a space where the primary
function could be changed at a
moment’s notice, a space that could
accommodate many needs and
purposes.
To this end, I found innovative tables
in hourglass and reverse hourglass
shapes. Not only are the tables
much larger than their predecessors,
they also can be wheeled together
to create seating for large-group
sessions or workshops or be pulled
apart to allow for collaboration
among small groups of students.
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The hourglass and reverse hourglass
shapes immediately appealed to my
students. The tables resemble giant
puzzle pieces that can be configured
in myriad ways. They also look slick
and modern, design elements that
elementary students are not usually
afforded.
At roughly the same time, through
a district-wide grant, I received
a SMART Board for the library.
The addition of the interactive
whiteboard in the library classroom
made the space instantly more
desirable to teachers because
all classrooms had already been
equipped with SMART Boards, and
lessons could be developed using
SMART Notebook software. The
addition of the new equipment
meant that teachers could hold their
classes in the library classroom,
using existing lesson plans, while I
taught my classes in the adjoining
computer lab (also equipped with an
interactive whiteboard) or vice versa.

Transforming Learning
With all three elements in place—
the full iPad cart, the innovative
movable tables, and the SMART
Board—the library classroom had
now become a flexible workspace.
Students could use iPads 1:1 or 1:4
or spread throughout the library
when producing individualized
content, such as voice recordings. As
a result, learners have more options
for research and presenting their
findings and more control over their
own learning process.
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Here is one instance of how this
process works in practice: I had
third-grade students conduct
a soup-to-nuts iPad project
incorporating Common Core State
Standards benchmarks. Their
task was to select an endangered
animal from the deplorably long
and growing list of such species,
perform research about that
animal, and create a multimedia
presentation to educate the public
about ways to protect that animal.

Changing the
physical space has,
in fact, altered
student and staff
perceptions of the
school library.

For High Schools
Science High School Subscription:
• A weekly print issue of Science
• Science Online Site Access (1997–current issue)
• Science Classic Digital Archive (1880–1997)

AAAS

Institutional access to the award-winning, highly
cited journal Science is available to high schools—
a complete digital collection of Science issues,
including a print subscription to the journal.

Articles in Science are picked up by CNN, PBS, NPR, The
Washington Post, and The New York Times on a weekly basis.

To request a free trial or quote, visit: ScienceOnline.org/request
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While the school library program still does
not operate on a flexible schedule (yet),
use of mobile furniture and technology in
the library has approximated a flexible
environment, despite the fixed schedule.

To select and find information
about their animals, students
used Endangered Animals, an
iPad app. Some students also used
an app called W WF Together to
gather information (though not all
endangered animals are featured
on W WF Together). Next, using
a Google image search, students
began to collect illustrations of
all aspects they had researched
about the animal. Students saved
images to the camera roll on their
iPads and noted on their graphic
organizers where they found the
images. Finally, to share their
findings, learners used Tapikeo to
create a multimedia presentation.
This app presents students’ learning
in a grid format. Students are able
to add images, text, and narration to
each cell they create. The finished
product is an HTML file. Edmodo
hosted the HTML files, and I
provided parents with a public link
so they could access and download
their children’s work. The project
was so successful that many parents
downloaded the Tapikeo app for
their children to use at home.
These third-graders were the
youngest students in the district to
perform such a feat, and the newly
acquired library furniture and
technology made it possible. During
the research phase, students had
plenty of space on the new tabletops
to use the iPads 1:1 and to take notes
on a graphic organizer. At times
we combined an hourglass and
reverse hourglass table to increase
the workspace, allowing struggling
students to be closer to those who
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were more successful; students
learned directly from their peers.
During the production phase,
students spread out across the entire
facility and used the adjoining
computer lab, a new leisure-reading
zone in the library, and the library
classroom to create narrations for
their projects without disrupting
one another.
When students completed the
project, they projected their work
from an iPad directly onto the
SMART Board to show their peers,
and we moved the tables out of the
classroom area to create theaterlike seating.
Since the advent of the mobile
furniture and enhanced
technology—including recently
acquired (and very popular) wireless
hotspots—the library classroom
has also been used for all of our
building planning meetings in
which the principal and classroom
teachers meet to set building-wide
goals. On those occasions, the tables
are pushed together, conference
style. The space is also now used
in this configuration for summer
workshops and library department
meetings. Classroom teachers are
increasingly using the space for
instruction and video conferences,
configuring the tables as they see
fit. They have also used the space for
poetry celebrations; all the tables
can be moved out of the way and
chairs set up in rows to seat visiting
parents.
In the spirit of a true learning
commons, I have also set up a
Google Calendar on the library
website so that teachers can

view and schedule use of either
the computer lab or iPad-cart
instructional space. When the two
learning environments will be used
simultaneously, I ask fifth-grade
library helpers to paint seasonal
designs on the windowpanes that
separate the library classroom from
the computer lab. In addition to
creating more privacy, window
painting provides these students
with a sense of ownership over the
space and adds a personal and fun
touch to both environments.

Transforming Perceptions
of the Library
Changing the physical space
has, in fact, altered student and
staff perceptions of the school
library. Teachers want to use the
space to support learning with
mobile devices and to access
different modalities, such as video
conferences. Students enjoy the
variety of learning environments
now available to them. The school
library is finally a flexible and
dynamic space where two different
learning environments can coexist
simultaneously. The administration
is even using the space more
frequently than before.
While the school library program
still does not operate on a flexible
schedule (yet), use of mobile
furniture and technology in the
library has approximated a flexible
environment, despite the fixed
schedule. In fact, at the time of this
writing, I am now included in weekly

meetings with classroom teachers
to collaborate on enrichment
opportunities for our students. We
meet for one hour each week to
review assessment results and plan
for our students’ needs. I do not
believe that this transformation
in the school culture would have
occurred without the shift to a
physical learning commons. The
paradigm is beginning to change,
and students are the beneficiaries of
the improvements.

Leslie C. Cartier
is school librarian at
Palmer Elementary in
Baldwinsville (NY)
Central School District.
She is copresident of the Central New York
School Librarians Association and cochair
for the NYLA Section of School Librarians
2014 Spring Conference. She is the author of
“Digital Storytelling with Wordless Books,” a
chapter in Richard Byrne’s 2012 free e-book
Best Digital Storytelling Examples
and Resources. Her recent presentations
include “App-ealing Instructional Practices”
at the NYLA SSL 2013 Conference and, at
that same conference, “Dewey or Don’t We?”
She invites readers to visit her school library’s
website at <http://bit.ly/ZCopYV>. She can be
reached on Twitter @palmerlibrary.
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Change is
inevitable,
especially
in 21st-century
education; we
are teaching students
to prepare for jobs
not yet created.

hen students ask, “Where is
the school library?” how do
you answer? When administrators
ask, “What impact does the school
library program have on students?”
what evidence do you show them?
When teachers ask, “Can you help
me plan a unit including ethical
use of online resources?” do you
jump at the chance and offer to
help teach? When parents ask their
kids if they’ve been to the school
library or know the name of the
librarian can their kids answer?
Highly functioning school library
programs have always been active
places in schools, inviting and
supporting students as they develop
a love of literature and providing
resources for inquiry for schoolwork
and personal needs.
With the influx of technology,
school library programs started

to adapt traditional services by
embracing new innovative resources.
However, even with online research
databases and cloud computing,
most school libraries still occupy a
fixed physical space in the school,
a destination for students and
teachers when they need help with
reading or research.
Change is inevitable, especially
in 21st-century education; we are
teaching students to prepare for
jobs not yet created (Fisch 2007).
Several years ago, it was easy for
me to see the writing on the wall,
predicting change when my district’s
leadership team discussed the
possibility of one-to-one computing.
Clearly, it was imperative that
the school library program be
viewed as an essential piece of the
curricular puzzle and not just
a service provider for students.

For more on creating a library program without a space, read Sue Kowalski’s online exclusive “Rethinking the Possibilities @
Your Library: Creating a Library Program without a Library Space” on the KQ website at <www.ala.org/aasl/kq>.
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As school
librarians we can
let our libraries
loose by reaching
out to students
via the Web.

However, I just didn’t know how I
would establish such a belief within
the school culture. Like any good
librarian and educator, I turned
to my colleagues for help. Via
print journals, online blogs, and
association conferences, I
gathered as much information
as possible about activities
to help me reach out
to the greater school
community. Even though
one-to-one computing
was not implemented at
my high school, students
are allowed to use personal
mobile devices during the
school day, and each core
department has at least one
computer lab.

Virtual Walls
Sometimes, virtual walls seem to
be easier to break through than
physical walls. Thanks to mobile
devices, many students are digitally
connected to the world all of the
time. As school librarians we can let
our libraries loose by reaching out
to students via the Web. Most, if not
all, libraries have a Web presence,
and many librarians are
lucky enough to have
full editing control of
their websites. Therefore,
school librarians have
the power to break down
virtual walls. If you
don’t have editing rights,
consider using a free tool
such as Google Sites or
Weebly to share resources
and promote school
library activities.
In addition to posting
basic information about
my library online, such
as hours of operation,
contact information, and
upcoming events, I also
use my library’s website
as a portal for the online
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Figure 1. MyQuest “shelves” for
sharing book recommendations.
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public access catalog (OPAC), which
includes links to student-created
book-trailer videos. Students love
watching videos online and are
extremely excited to see videos
created by other students. The
book-trailer videos are posted on
YouTube, and then a URL link is
added to the MARC record in the
online catalog. Students can view
the videos with their mobile devices
or a school laptop dedicated to
OPAC use only. I also created a QR
code for each video and posted the
code on the relevant physical book
in the library so students can scan
the code with their mobile devices to
view the video. Students are taught
how to access the school library
website, search the OPAC, and
view the video book trailers during
booktalk lessons in the library.
In the fall of 2012, thanks to a
tech-savvy student teacher, my
library launched a Twitter account
to connect with students and
parents. Knowing all students don’t
have a Twitter account, I worked
with a technology staff member to
embed a Twitter feed on the school
library’s website so students could
view the library’s tweets even without
a Twitter account. The first tweets
promoted National Library Week
activities. Students following the
library’s Twitter account received
trivia questions and clues to help
them win daily prizes. Still going
strong, the library’s Twitter account
is routinely used to post messages
about upcoming events such as
author visits, extended hours, and
book club meetings.
Another way to let library programs
loose in the world of virtual
instruction is to promote online
book discussions with students. My
library’s first attempt at online
discussions involved creating a
discussion board through our
school’s learning-management
system; students could post

comments
about the
books
nominated
for the
Abraham
Lincoln
Award. (The
Abraham Lincoln
Award is a readers’
choice award for grades 9–12
in Illinois, our home state.) The
next year we opted to use a wiki for
the project, a switch that allowed
incorporating more graphics and
multimedia. The wiki was promoted
during booktalks, but classroom
teachers didn’t require participation
or offer incentives for posting, so
the discussion board and wiki didn’t
receive many comments.
The third year the library staff
collaborated with three classroom
teachers to develop a series of
lessons using social media features
of our library management system
Follett Destiny Quest. Teachers
and students loved these lessons.
In Destiny Quest students create
virtual friendships with other
students, classroom teachers, and
librarians. Virtual friends can
view what books others “have read,”
“want to read,” or “are currently
reading” (see figure 1). Virtual
friends can also recommend books
to friends and post online book
reviews accessible to all users via the
OPAC. During the introductory
lesson to one class, a student
exclaimed, “This looks just like
Facebook!” when she logged into
Quest and saw her “In” box filled
with updates from classmates.
Teachers loved the switch to Quest
because they could track comments
made by students and use the
same rubric they had in the past
for written book reviews. The key
to success in this case was having
teacher buy-in from the beginning
and allowing students a wider array

of
books
on which to comment, not just
books nominated for one award. An
additional benefit of using Quest
is the mobile app. Students were
thrilled when they learned they
could download the free app and use
it to renew books or place holds.
Eventually, I’d like to adapt the
Quest lessons so students can
continue discussing reading
and literature after high school.
Guiding students through setting
up an account using a site such as
Goodreads would allow them to
connect with friends and family
outside of school and long after
graduation. Although I have yet to
use it during instruction, my library
does have a Goodreads profile. One
library staff member has created
shelves for various book lists such as
the Abraham Lincoln nominees and
lists used for booktalks in the school
library. Even without virtual friends,
the site is a great resource for the
library staff when students come
to the library looking for books
they heard about the previous week
during a booktalk.

Physical Walls
One easy way to promote a culture
of literacy beyond the physical walls
of the class is for students to publicly
see teachers read. However, most
teachers get only a few precious
minutes to read at home before
falling asleep. The next best thing
to seeing teachers read is for
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students to know their teachers do
read—and what. Each year, I give
all new teachers in my building
a “currently reading” sign. To
promote my library, I get a fifteenminute window during new-teacher
orientation; in part, I focus on the
culture of literacy in our school.
The signs are 8.5 x 11 laminated
sheets stating the teacher’s name
and “…is currently reading:”. I urge
the teachers to post the signs in
their classrooms or offices and use a
dry-erase marker to note what they
are reading. I encourage them to
list books, magazines, or newspaper
titles so students know teachers are
reading. I also made sure to give
these signs to my principal and
assistant principals so they can
show their support for reading and
literacy. This one small gesture was
my first step in breaking down the
physical walls of my library.
My second step in breaking down
the physical walls is more like a
leap. Not only does my library
have a flexible schedule, but it is
also the only place in the school
with flexibly scheduled computer
labs. This benefit has been a
great asset for my library program
because I’m always close by to offer
assistance to teachers and students
using print and digital resources.
However, in the past few years
we’ve seen a shift in the need for
instruction or assistance in the
library, especially in the area of
digital resources. This shift is partly
a result of the new school policy
allowing students to use personal
mobile devices in school. Another
cause is the addition of classroom
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sets of laptops. The
English Department,
my library’s heaviest
user for whole-class
instruction, has two
classrooms outfitted
with laptops, and
the PE/Health
Department has one
set of laptops. Slowly,
I saw a change in the
classes scheduling
time in the school
library and labs.
Instead of instructors
scheduling lab time in
the library for classes
needing assistance
or instruction with
digital resources,
teachers wanted to
bring classes in
need of word
processing
practice or
experience with
skill-and-drill
assignments.

Each year, I give all
new teachers in my
building a “currently
reading” sign… I urge
the teachers to post the
signs in their classrooms
or offices and use a
dry-erase marker to
note what they are
reading… This one small
gesture was my first
step in breaking down
the physical walls of
my library.

Even though some classes
still needed instruction on
research databases or digital
presentation tools, many of
the classes didn’t need to come
to the library because they were
using classroom laptops. Quickly,
I reached out to teachers in the
laptop classrooms and offered my
assistance. I even offered to come
to the classroom to lead lessons I
had taught previously in the school
library. Some teachers accepted
my offer immediately; others
said “thanks” but felt they could
handle things on their own. So, I
continued to instruct in the library
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and occasionally left the library to
teach lessons in classrooms. These
classroom lessons were a great
opportunity to show students how to
access online library resources from
remote locations. For many students
this practical application ignited
the realization that they could use
library resources from home.
What started out as an informal
invitation to a few teachers is now
a fully supported library service.
The library has created a menu of
services outlining our resources
and instructional services. The
menu includes “dining-in” and
“take-out” options so teachers
can easily request support. The
“take-out” program, “LMC 2-Go,”
was officially launched in the
fall of 2012. On the evening of
parent-teacher conferences each
department office received a small
restaurant-style take-home box
filled with candy, gum, and mints.
Attached to the take-out box of
treats was a QR code that linked to
a video describing the LMC 2-Go
program. As part of LMC 2-Go
during the 2012–2013 school year,
school librarians were on the loose,
teaching in classrooms over 150

times. To see the LMC 2-Go video,
scan the QR code that accompanies
this article.
In addition to LMC 2-Go services,
the biggest break out of the library
walls has been team teaching in a
classroom for an entire year. Many
school administrators focus on
assessment. As a librarian, I always
struggled with assessing student
growth in information-literacy
skills. I experimented with exit
slips and surveys but my results
tended to be subjective rather than
objective. I decided to spend a year
team teaching in an English class
to see what impact my experiment
might have on student learning.
First, I pitched the idea to an
English teacher with whom I had a
strong working relationship. Then
we took the idea to the English
Department chair. With the blessing
of the English chair, we proposed
the idea to the assistant principal
for curriculum and instruction.
Everyone was excited about the
project and offered support as
needed. The English teacher and I
met regularly to discuss curriculum
and plan lessons. The classroom
teacher led most lessons, but I took
the lead for independent-reading
units, research projects, and lessons
on digital citizenship. I assisted in
grading and participated
in both curriculum
night and
parent-teacher
conferences.

To assess students’ information
literacy skills, I decided to use the
Tool for Real-Time Assessment
of Information Literacy Skills
(TRAILS), developed by Kent State
University (see <www.trails-9.org>).
TRAILS assesses five core areas:
developing a topic; identifying
potential sources; developing, using,
and revising search strategies;
evaluating sources and information;
and recognizing how to use
information responsibly, ethically,
and legally. The classroom teacher
and I administered both a pretest in
August and posttest in May/June. As
a class, the students demonstrated
growth in three areas: developing
a topic, identifying potential
sources, and recognizing how to
use information. Additionally, my
time in the classroom gave me a
new understanding of the English
curriculum, and I was better
equipped to assist other teachers
when they brought classes to the
library for short-term projects.
Overall, my year in the classroom
proved to be beneficial for the
students and my entire library
program. I’ve decided to spend
this year team teaching with the
same teacher; instead of using
TRAILS, we are developing our
own assessment that will be aligned
with our school’s curriculum. In
addition, another certified school
librarian in my school is team
teaching with a health teacher. The
four of us spent a few hours this
past summer discussing successes
and challenges of team teaching
and strategies for assessing students’
information-literacy and technology
skills. We remain excited by the
possibilities of both collaborative
projects. Because this is my second
year with the same teacher I have a
better handle on how to objectively
assess student growth. For the
health teacher and other librarian,
this school year is an opportunity
for the library to reach beyond
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English and reading to demonstrate
the importance of informationliteracy skills in other areas of the
curriculum and in life.
Although I didn’t know it when
I started my first year in the
classroom, this type of collaborative
teaching by classroom teachers
and librarians is often found in
universities. “Embedded librarians,”
as Barbara Dewey (2004) first
called them, are an integral part
of many successful academic
departments and, more recently, are
also coteachers for online classes.
Embedded librarianship is one
way for library programs to be an
integral part of a school’s learning
environment and not just a space
for teachers to bring their classes.
“Embedding librarians should be
seen as a strategy for strengthening
and refocusing the library’s
presence within an organization and
demonstrating librarians’ added
value” (Riccio 2012). For my high
school, embedding librarians in the
classroom not only strengthened the
library program but also enhanced
curriculum building because
librarian and classroom team
teachers aligned their curriculum
to Common Core State Standards,
A ASL’s Standards for the 21st-Century
Learner, and International Society for
Technology in Education’s NETS-S
technology standards.

Make Change Work for You
Change is difficult, so start small
and seek out willing partners.
Literacy is fundamental to learning
and growth, and, because of that
centrality of literacy, a school library
must be a vital and vibrant part
of the greater school community.
Break down virtual walls by using
the Web and social media to
promote programs and services.
Break down physical walls by taking
carts of books to classrooms.
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Little steps build relationships.
Offer to help teachers evaluate
students’ bibliographies for research
projects. Using the sharing feature
built into resources such as EasyBib
and NoodleTools makes it easy
(and paperless) for librarians to
see and comment on sources cited
by students. After facilitating a
booktalk for a class project using
literature circles, ask the classroom
teacher if you can be part of the
classroom book discussions. Let
students and teachers know you are
willing and able to assist, even if that
aid requires leaving the library.
When students at our school
use the library, I hope they are
not only frequent visitors to the
library’s concrete location but are
also regular visitors to its virtual
location on the Web. I want them
to visit the physical library to check
out print materials and for personal
assistance, but I hope they think of
our library as a resource available
anytime anywhere. Administrators
know the impact our school library

Ellen Lawrence
is an advocate for
information literacy
and technolog y.
Her district library
program was named AASL’s 2012 National
School Library Program of the Year. As
one of two library directors in the district,
Ellen focuses on ways to support student and
teacher performance across the curriculum.
She has presented at local and national
conferences on topics including information
literacy, technolog y, and professional
development. She has a bachelor’s degree in
early childhood education, a master’s degree
in instructional technolog y, a second master’s
degree in educational administration, and
started a doctoral program in January 2014.

program has on students because
administrators see evidence of the
library program throughout the
building and hear students and staff
talk about library programs.
Collaborating with teachers is part
of our library’s mission statement,
and librarians are often invited to
classrooms. Parents are partners
in the library program as well.
The school library is open for
eighth-grade information night,
open house, and parent-teacher
conferences.
Every school is different. Each
teacher and student has different
needs. Let your library be the tool
that supports learning—no matter
what the location or need.
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FEATURE

QR Codes
Taking Collections Further
Caitlin Ahearn
caahearn@hotmail.com
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W

ith some thought and direction,
QR (quick response) codes are
a great tool to use in school libraries
to enhance access to information.
From March through April 2013
I interned at Sanborn Regional
High School (SRHS) under the
supervision of Pam Harland. As a
result of her un-Deweying of the
nonfiction collection at SRHS, I
discovered that QR codes provide
an excellent opportunity for
librarians to create new pathways for
information access. In this article,
I explain the method by which
Pam and I integrated QR codes
into the SRHS collection and offer
suggestions on ways you can use
QR codes to enhance access in your
library.

Why QR Codes?
When I began my internship in
March 2013 at SRHS, Pam and her
assistant, Jackie Fenderson, were
in the midst of un-Deweying the
SRHS nonfiction collection. By
the end of March, through lots of
work hours and decision making,
we completed the un-Deweying. As
a result of Pam’s planning, when
the project was completed the
nonfiction collection had twentythree individual sections, ranging
from course-specific topics,
such as “American History” and
“Shakespeare,” to popular subjects,
such as “Cookbooks,” “Music,”
and “Graphic Novels.” It was a
great feeling to accomplish such
an overhaul of the collection. I
remember thinking how relevant
and connected the collection really
was to the students’ curriculum
and their daily lives. The collection
was suddenly organized in ways
learners perceived as logical and
with words that they use, rather than
ways and words librarians use. For
example, geography books are now
gathered together in one area and
are alphabetized by country name,
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rather than organized by geographic
location. The process appeared to
be complete, and the thought hadn’t
really occurred to me that there was
much more to do.
However, that evening I read
about 1:1 iPad programs and saw
a brief mention of one librarian
who used QR codes for a scavenger
hunt through her library. I quickly
realized QR codes can be used to
connect students to virtual resources,
such as LibGuides and the library
website. I thought about the new
cataloging system at Sanborn
and how I could use QR codes to
incorporate SRHS online resources,
such as LibGuides or Jackie’s reading
recommendations blog. So, though
I had left school that afternoon
thinking that we had reached a
significant goal and truly aligned the
collection with students’ needs and
wants, I went to sleep knowing that

un-Deweying wasn’t the finish
line—it was just a beginning.

How?
The next morning, I arrived to
school early and approached Pam
immediately with the idea. She
instantly jumped on it and told
me to get to work. My first step
was to brainstorm a list of all of
the possible virtual resources
for which to create QR codes.
The list included the library
catalog, Jackie’s reading blog, and
numerous LibGuides that Pam
has been creating, updating, and
using in recent years. After listing
possible contenders for code
creation, I matched them with
corresponding sections of the
library. For example, a code to the
library catalog would be affixed
in spots throughout the library,
but a code to Jackie’s blog best fits

Table 1. Resources linked to QR codes posted in the library.
RESOURCES

QR CODE LOCATIONS

Online Newsstand

atop periodical shelves

Library Catalog

atop fiction and nonfiction shelves

Fenderson’s Fabulous Reads
(Jackie’s blog)

atop fiction shelves

1960s LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of 1960s books

American History Databases

affixed to the shelf of American history books

American History LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of American history books

French Revolution LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of French Revolution books

Geography Databases

affixed to the shelf of geography books

Geography LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of geography books

History of Rock and Roll LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of music books

Resume Writing LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of college and career books

Screenwriting LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of writing skills books

Shakespeare LibGuides:
Hamlet LibGuide and Macbeth LibGuide

affixed to the shelf of Shakespeare books
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in the fiction section. After this
process, I developed a strong list of
fourteen codes and where to post
them around the school library
(see table 1).
I began my QR code journey with
the Online Newsstand for several
reasons. Students at Sanborn
read magazines and newspapers
daily, but I suspected the majority
were unaware they had digital
access to more than seventy
publications. However, I began
with the Newsstand primarily
because I hoped that it would
generate excitement and curiosity
in students, which would get them
intrigued about future codes.
Plenty of QR code generators are
available online; Pam suggested
I use goo.gl because, in addition
to generating a shortened URL
and a QR code, goo.gl supports
tracking statistics. Using goo.gl, I
shortened the URL for the Online
Newsstand and then accessed the
QR code by viewing the details for
the newly shortened URL. From
there, I copied the code into a file
for a sign that I created to inform

library users about the Newsstand.
After printing the signs, I placed
them on top of the magazine and
newspaper shelves (see figure 1).
Throughout the first day, to
determine students’ level of
interest, I talked up the Online
Newsstand and the code. Most
students were unaware that the
Online Newsstand existed, and
many were thrilled that the library
had QR codes. Others were excited
about the Online Newsstand, but
they had no idea what a QR code
is or how they are helpful. This
was a really important finding;
my mission became not only to
introduce codes into the library,
but also to introduce students to
the power behind QR codes.
This realization clued me into
the second QR code I should post.
Instead of generating another
code that linked to a library
resource, I determined that my
next sign should be about QR
codes in general and how to scan
them. The sign included a brief
explanation of QR codes and two
recommendations for QR code

scanners, one for Android devices
and another for Apple products.
I also included a code to the
library’s website so that students
could immediately test the QR
code scanner app that they had
downloaded (see figure 2). I placed
these signs on tables around the
library. These signs were a huge
hit. Students typically gather in
the library before and after school,
and within the first two days of
putting up these signs, I observed
many students reading the signs,
grabbing their devices, and
scanning the code. What a feeling
of success!
From there, I continued creating
codes for the other library
resources in my original list. I
printed these on labels that could
easily be affixed to library shelves,
directly next to the corresponding
un-Dewey labels that Pam and
her assistant Jackie had affixed
around the library to identify
the library’s new sections. By the
end of the week, I had instances
of fifteen different QR codes
posted throughout the library.
The 1960s code was created and

Figure 1: Signs’ placement and inclusion of
images on eye-catching signs.

Figure 2. Introducing students to QR codes and
the apps to read them.

Figure 3. Shelf label with un-Dewey category name and QR code for a related electronic resource.
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posted just in time, as the English
class that uses the 1960s LibGuide
was just beginning their 1960s
project. Thus, these students not
only benefitted from having the
books about the 1960s corralled
in one area, but learner access to
electronic information was also
increased; the code was directly
next to the print resources relevant
to their research.
To review, these are the steps I used
to create the QR code:
1 I logged into my Google
account.
2 I accessed goo.gl in a separate
browser tab.
3 In another tab, I copied the
whole URL for the Online
Newsstand.
4 I pasted the URL into the goo.
gl URL shortening bar and
shortened the URL.
5 On the goo.gl page I
clicked “Details” under the
new, shorter URL that was
displayed to the right of the
field where I had entered the
Online Newsstand URL.
6 I right-clicked on the QR code,
copied it, and pasted it into
the document I had created for
the sign/shelf label (see figure
3). QR codes can be resized.
However, after formatting the
label or sign, be sure to
test the code to ensure
that, in the process
of resizing, you didn’t
accidentally crop the
code and, thereby,
invalidate it.
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When creating signage and
shelf labels, I found that less
information really is more in this
case. At first, I gave students a
plethora of historical information
about the codes themselves. Pam
reminded me to stay on point
and be direct with the signs and
shelf labels. The objective of the
signs was not to inform students
about what these codes were
used for in the past, but rather
to tell and show them how they
are used today. She advised that
if students have questions about
the codes, they’ll often ask or
investigate these questions on
their own. And, it turns out, she
was right; students asked many
questions about QR codes. Instead
of overloading signage with too
much information, I recommend
sticking to the point, which in this
case is to increase information
access.

So What?
Connecting our students directly
to LibGuides and other library
resources via QR codes gives

learners direct access to these
resources at the same time they
are searching for print resources.
Students are using mobile devices
at ever-rising rates, and they are
using them in our libraries and
schools. It is our duty as school
librarians to support learners’
needs and the ways they meet
these needs. Now, more than ever
before, students have tools to
access authoritative information
in electronic forms. Learners
are accustomed to using various
devices, including laptops, tablets,
Kindles, and smartphones. It
isn’t for us to decide how they
access information; we just need
to support students’ choices, for
if we don’t, we risk losing those
students who feel the school
librarian doesn’t care about their
needs. QR codes are a simple,
yet meaningful, way in which we
can increase our students’ access
to library resources. QR codes
offer us just one more way to meet
the information needs of today’s
tech-savvy, device-toting users
(see figure 4).

Figure 4. Easy access to good sources of information = happy students.
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As students find
and navigate these
resources, they will
become more literate
and more experienced
in determining the
appropriate resources
for their specific
information needs.
Figure 5. The many information formats libraries must support today.

By means of QR codes, students
can be linked to traditional
resources, such as assignment
information, the library catalog,
electronic databases, websites,
and to 21st-century resources,
such as the Online Newsstand,
e-books, YouTube videos, and
Twitter feeds. The possible
applications of QR codes are
endless—they can be generated
to connect users with curated
quick reference sources, an
interlibrary loan request form,
the library website, and author
blogs, as well as to promote
library events and new resources
and formats.
As students find and navigate
these resources, they will
become more literate and more
experienced in determining the
appropriate resources for their
specific information needs. For
example, students looking for
the most current information
about a world conflict may
choose the Online Newsstand
over print media in the library,
as the Newsstand is more likely
to have the most current articles.
However, if they are looking for
the most up-to-date information

about SRHS, they may consult
the school newspaper, which is
only in print, or the principal’s
blog. The more adept our
students become at deciphering
exactly what they are looking
for and in which medium they
want the information, the more
capable our students will be when
searching for information after
they leave our libraries. Thus,
providing these QR codes is just
one more way in which we can
help our students enhance their
transmedia skills.

What’s Ahead?
During this process, I realized
that it’s important to remember
that QR codes are just one way
in which people, including our
students, access information in
today’s world. Using them in the
library setting provides us, as
school librarians, with a great
opportunity to increase and
enhance access to our virtual
spaces. That being said, in the
near future further technological
advancements and additional
tools will be available, and we
have to be willing to adjust our
programs and adapt our libraries.

The ultimate goal is to expose
our students to the vast number
of resources available and
to teach them the process
of selecting the appropriate
resources and media for their
information needs. Therefore,
I recognize that, while QR
codes provide us the ability to
connect our physical resources
to our virtual ones today, these
codes won’t always be the best
way to connect our resources to
our patrons in the future. We’ll
continue to find the best ways
to equip our students with the
inquiry and transliteracy skills
they will need to be lifelong
learners.

Caitlin
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recent graduate
of the University
of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Library and
Information Studies and is currently
working as a school librarian in southern
New Hampshire. She is a member
of AASL.
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The online news app tackles current events in an engaging,
innovative, and age-appropriate fashion that fosters
development of 21st-century technology skills and provides
the guidance, support, and vetting teachers and parents need.

Press4Kids News-O-Matic
Melissa Jacobs Israel
mjacobs7@schools.nyc.gov

O

n an infamous day in 2001, I
was working as an elementary
school librarian in Brooklyn, New
York, providing instruction to
twenty-nine second-grade students
as the first tower of the World Trade
Center was hit by American Airlines
Flight 175. At that moment in
history, memories froze in time, and
life never quite resumed as normal
for this country. As the day unfolded,
questions were posed by students of
all ages, and answers from teachers
were not necessarily forthcoming.
Days, weeks, and months later
teachers and parents had tremendous
difficulty answering the Five W’s of
questioning: who, what, where, when,
and why. In many households across
the country, televisions were turned
off completely, access to the Internet
was regulated, and newspapers were
censored and tossed in recycling
bins by adults with the intent of
protecting children from the barrage
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of news media images of this now
infamous time.
Today’s current events are often
frightening, overwhelming, of
mature content, and difficult even
for adults to comprehend. From
national and world terrorism, to
school shootings, local violence,
inappropriate social media fiascos,
and adult-centric content, the
news often must be delivered with a
warning about the sensitive nature
of its subject matter. Nevertheless,
students still need to understand
the world they live in, and exposure
to daily news coverage is a necessary
part of the Common Core learning.
Because of the recent shifts to the
Common Core State Standards,
students strive for college and
career readiness by mastering
skills that embrace critical
thinking, formulating opinions,

understanding point of view, and
synthesizing information. In a
Common Core environment, it is
imperative for students to develop the
skills necessary to closely read and
navigate text of increasing complexity.
Students are charged with applying
these skills to be successful in their
college studies and careers, as well as
to be active members of a democratic
society. To this end, some teachers
filter the news by summarizing
articles and providing snapshots
of what they deem as significant
daily events. This practice is clearly
dependent on teachers’ time and
ability to censor and adapt content
for students. Other instructors
provide weekly or monthly
subscriptions to news publications
written specifically for children such
as Time for Kids, Scholastic News, or Weekly
Reader. Although these publications
are well-written and important, they
tend to provide mostly in-depth
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topical stories and lack daily news
coverage. In what way can educators
and parents provide young schoolaged children with access—in an
age-appropriate manner—to news
media and current events, and help
them understand complex issues?
The solution: News-O-Matic. This
daily electronic newspaper just for
kids provides age-appropriate news
stories for children seven to eleven
years old. Developed by Press4Kids,
News-O-Matic is an app that founder
Lillian Holtzclaw Stern describes
as “what is current; what you and
I are reading in the newspaper”
(2013). All articles are written in
kid-friendly language and are vetted
by both an educator and a child
psychologist. The online news app
tackles current events in an engaging,
innovative, and age-appropriate
fashion that fosters development of
21st-century technology skills and
provides the guidance, support, and
vetting that teachers and parents
need to discuss and examine current
events with children.
Originally designed for parents as a
daily online news application, NewsO-Matic has successfully entered
the realm of education and the
school environment. Although the
initial vision of News-O-Matic was
intended as a source for parents to
read the news with their school-aged
children, the company was solicited
by educators around the country
who requested a school product
line. News-O-Matic provides a
resource that enables kids to read
current news independently in an
innocuous environment and learn
what is happening in the world
around them by reading factual
information written in terminology
children can understand and relate
to. In contrast to a traditional online
news website, the app environment
protects children from accessing
external links and is 100 percent
advertisement-free. The school

edition provides teachers with added
benefits, including educational
supports such as reading levels, lesson
plans, Common Core alignment,
discussion questions and answers,
and a Daily Teacher’s Guide. The
Daily Teacher’s Guide provides
Lexile levels for each story, as well as
the applicable Common Core State
Standards, story objectives, and
assessment and discussion questions.
Additionally, graphic organizers and
student worksheets can be accessed by
educators.
News-O-Matic delivers five news
stories daily, Monday through
Friday. Each news story is written
in an engaging manner for kids;
comprehension aids are integrated
within the text: hyperlinked
vocabulary words, captioned
photographs, supplementary facts,
and suggested “acts” or activities that
encourage kids to get involved in their
community, as well as to respond,
react, and rate the articles. Ratings
include “awesome” with two thumbs
up, “okay” with one thumb up, and “it
stinks” with a thumb down.
An interactive map coordinates with
the reader’s GPS location to provide
geographical context for students so
they can visualize how far away the
event is (in miles and kilometers)
from their current locale, how
long driving to the event site would
require, and how many physical book
lengths away the location is.
Included in each story are also
fun facts corresponding to the
geographical location of the news
story. Additionally, brief videos are
integrated in the stories to provide a
genuine multimedia experience for
learners. With each daily issue, games
are accessible to complement the
news media and engage readers in the
News-O-Matic environment. Readers
are encouraged to send the writers
and editors responses to news stories.
For budding artists or students

who prefer responding through
illustrations, an integrated art palate
encourages kids to draw responses for
submission.
News-O-Matic was honored on
A ASL’s 2013 inaugural list of Best
Apps for Teaching and Learning
<www.ala.org/aasl/bestwebsites>.
Common Sense Media declared
News-O-Matic as “one of the best
news sources for kids” (2013).
Currently available on iTunes as
an individual app subscription or
a school edition available through
the Volume Purchasing Plan (VPP),
the hot-off-the-presses Press4Kids
News-O-Matic app is a valuable
resource for kids learning to
understand newsworthy daily events.

Melissa Jacobs Israel is a coordinator
in New York City’s Department of Education
Office of Library Services. In that role, she
provides support services to school librarians
throughout New York City. She is also
the current chair of AASL’s Best Apps for
Teaching and Learning Committee and current
president-elect of the School Library Systems
Association of New York State and was recently
selected as a Community Representative for the
Digital Public Library of America. Melissa has
been published in School Library Journal,
Teacher Librarian, School Librarian’s
Workshop, and Knowledge Quest. She
is a frequent presenter at conferences for local
and national organizations, including ALA and
AASL. She’s available on Twitter @missyji.
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I didn’t purposely set out to write history lessons, but I
do know that an important event in history is like a stone
dropped in a pond. Its ever-widening ripples have the
power to stir up nations, communities, and families.

Ripples
Amy Gordon

|

swharton@holidayhouse.com

I

didn’t intend to write historical
fiction when I first set out to
write a book for young readers. My
hope was to portray the growing
pains of two thirteen-year-old
girls over the course of one
summer.

Forty years have gone by since my
first attempt! Painting the Rainbow is
still a story about friendship, but it
is also about how world events and
social trends affect us, not only
the ones we are living through but
also those that have occurred in
the past.
Like most people, I had my own
growing pains to draw upon.
When I was eleven, my family
moved to Brazil. When I returned
to the United States two years later,
my friends had changed, and so
had I. As a writer for young adults
and middle-grade readers, I’ve
turned again and again to diaries
I kept in the 1960s when I was a
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teenager. They are embarrassing to
read now with all the exclamation
points and boys’ names scrawled
all over the place, but they offer a
wealth of details.

Young people hope so much
to be special in some way
but fear that if they’re too
special, they won’t fit in.
“I woke up way too early today,” I
wrote in August 1965. “The
workmen came and were banging
away at our poor old kitchen. I hate
the changes we are making. Mom
and Dad don’t understand, maybe
because they didn’t grow up in this
house. I guess I’m clinging to how
everything was before Brazil, and I
still had all my friends here.”

As a teacher of middle-school kids,
I also have had ample opportunity
to witness the moment in a
friendship when one or both kids
realize they are no longer the same.
The aftermath brings mourning,
jealousy, and resentment. It seems
as if the twin tasks of growing up—
becoming self-aware and aware of
others—are at odds with each other.
Young people hope so much to be
special in some way but fear that if
they’re too special, they won’t fit in.
But why did I choose to set Painting the
Rainbow in the 1960s?
It was a time I knew well, of course,
but I also wanted to show how the
1960s made a perfect backdrop
for a story about upheavals in
relationships. During those years
the United States seemed to be
going through its own adolescence.
The civil rights movement and the
Vietnam War pushed society, tested
families, challenged institutions.
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“I stayed up all night reading Black Like
Me by John Howard Griffin,” I wrote in
my diary in June 1965. “It’s about this
guy who changed his skin color so he
looked like a Negro, and then he went
to Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.
It’s so awful how people are treated, and
I can’t get it out of my head.”

Cover iamges of Amy Gordon’s Painting the Rainbow and
Twenty Gold Falcons.

Images of Amy Gordon’s diary.

I was also trying to make sense of the
bitter arguments that were erupting all
around me. I also wrote in 1965, “This
Vietnam business—I think all wars must
be hopeless. But if I disagree with the
idea of war, does that mean I’m not loyal
to my country?”
I wanted to bring the climate of the
times into the story, but I was also
driven to add one more layer to the
book. When I was growing up my elders
sometimes made hateful remarks
about the Japanese. At the time I didn’t
understand why they would say such
things. My need to understand this
prejudice actually helped me create the
plot of my novel.
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In Painting the Rainbow the older
generation refuses to talk about
an uncle who died during
World War II. This family secret
causes problems for the younger
generation, but, for a long time, I
myself, the author, didn’t exactly
know what had happened to him.
Solving the mystery brought me
to some unexpected places. Most
rewardingly, I came across the
true story of a young Japanese man
who was attending a college in the
United States when Pearl Harbor
was bombed. I went to the archives
of the college to read the diary
he’d kept during that time and
learned what his feelings were as
he was caught up in this traumatic

event. His life inspired my fictional
character Kiyoshi, who is the trigger
for the family drama that unfolds in
the course of the novel.
It has been a long journey since I
first set out to write my book. From
the very beginning I had my two
girl characters: Holly, who is a bit
of a showoff and is boy-crazy, and
Ivy, who is shy and musically gifted.
But initially, Holly was the sole
narrator of the story. Over time
it seemed important to make Ivy
equally sympathetic. She was so
quiet, though, I didn’t know how to
make her character shine through.
The solution seems so obvious now:
I gave her a diary, and she gained

Amy Gordon was born in Boston, Massachusetts, spent several years growing up in France
and in London, England, and moved back to New England when she turned six. After graduating
with a BA in language arts and literature from Bard College, Amy found a career in teaching and
taught drama to sixth- through ninth-grade students for almost thirty years. She now runs writing
workshops and an after-school drama program. Her books are favorites of young readers and
have been named to numerous child-voted state-award master lists, including those in Georgia,
Missouri, Kansas, and Texas. Her most recent novels for middle-graders are Painting the
Rainbow (Holiday House 2014), The Shadow Collector’s Apprentice (Holiday House
2012), and Twenty Gold Falcons (Holiday House 2010). She lives in Gill, Massachusetts.
For more about this author, visit her website at <www.amyagordon.com>. For educators guides
for Amy’s books, visit <www.holidayhouse.com>.
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a voice. Another diary! And the
more I included historical events in
the story, the more grounded and
real my characters became. The
tale also became more textured and
interesting as I allowed differing
points of view to emerge.
In the end, Painting the Rainbow
became just that—a book about
respecting different points of
view, a book made possible by the
characters’ learning to understand
their own family histories within
the broader context of world history.
As I said, I didn’t purposely set out
to write history lessons, but I do
know that an important event in
history is like a stone dropped in
a pond. Its ever-widening ripples
have the power to stir up nations,
communities, and families. These
ripples can even travel through time,
down through many generations.
But just as powerfully, individuals
can stand in a pond and drop stones,
too. I hope that the greater our
understanding of the past, the more
effectively we can serve the present
and, therefore, the future—all those
kids who haven’t been born yet—by
sending out ripples that help rather
than harm.
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